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Abstract 
This dissertation addresses the problem of inverting two-dimensional seismic data 
to determine the compressional wave velocity as a function of the spatial position 
in the medium. An automatic procedure for velocity estimation is set up using 
a bi-dimensional cross-correlation function to compare the modelled seismograms 
with the data. The standard wave-equation traveltime inversion algorithm treats 
each recorded seismic trace independently, and ignores the offset-dependence of 
reflected and diffracted arrivals in an ensemble of traces in a shot gather. My 
new inversion method, wave-equation traveltime-offset inversion, focuses on re-
flected or diffracted waveforms and introduces the bi-dimensional (offset-time) 
cross-correlation function to tackle this offset dependence. The velocity model is 
updaVed using the current velocity model, the observed pressure field, and the 
fields computed by reverse time propagation of two pseudo-residual functions act-
ing as sources in a particular location. 
The wave-equation traveltime-offset inversion reconstructs the low frequency 
content of the velocity model when transmitted arrivals are used. Combined with 
the full waveform inversion, it succeeds in inverting a synthetic fault model in the 
crosshole configuration. The proposed method also succeeds in inverting surface 
reflection datasets while the standard traveltime inversion fails. By taking into 
account the moveout between traces, the convergence is more stable than with the 
conventional method. When inverting datasets with surface reflection geometries, 
the dominant event and the velocity above it are recovered using the traveltime 
and offset information. The remaining interfaces are defined as well. However, as 
there is a gap in resolution between the long and short wavelengths, the blocky 
variations in the velocity model are not observed. 
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mixed derivative of f with respect to time and the re- 
ceiver position coordinate 
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1.1 The problem 
The characterisation of hydrocarbon reservoirs depends upon the imaging of the 
geological structures beneath the surface. Currently the process of imaging com-
plex structures is too slow while decisions for the development of new reservoirs 
need to be taken quickly. A rapid and precise velocity estimation would allow 
reservoirs to be identified in a short time and in an accurate way, thus reducing 
cost. 
The best imaging is achieved when the correct velocity model is used for 
the migration of the seismic data. A distorted structure results if the wavefield 
is propagated with erroneous velocities; even minor velocity errors can severely 
affect the migrated data. To overcome this problem several methods for velocity 
estimation have emerged in the last years, but most of them take too long to 
compute a reasonable velocity field, and human intervention is required. 
The principal aim of this dissertation is to generate an algorithm for auto-
matic velocity estimation, enabling the correct imaging of the structures to be 
done quickly, and keeping the human intervention to a minimum. This would al-
low a rapid evaluation of the production potential of the hydrocarbon reservoirs. 
Specifically, this dissertation addresses the problem of inverting 2D seismic data 
to determine the compressional wave velocity as a function of the spatial position 
in the medium. 
1 
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1.2 Previous work on velocity estimation 
A variety of methods for non-conventional velocity analysis has appeared in the 
last 15 years. At least four different domains have been used to search for the 
velocity model that best images the earth structure. Among them, I can mention: 
- Focusing depth error panels. 
- Coherency panels and migrated CRP gathers. 
- Post-migrated depth or image domain. 
- Pre-migrated time or data domain. 
Depth focusing analysis is an iterative procedure that updates the velocity 
model using focusing errors (MacKay and Abma, 1992; Jeannot and Berranger, 
1994). When the migration velocities are erroneous the imaging conditions are not 
fulfilled, and the energy is focused at non-zero times. Zero-offset data at non-zero 
times are preserved during migration, forming a large volume of data from which a 
depth-error surface can be extracted. Once the depth error is known, the velocity 
field can be updated. The beam-stack method is another iterative approach that 
maximises the coherent energy along hyperbolic trajectories. The coherent energy 
is transformed into semblance peaks that are used to find the velocity model that 
best predicts the corresponding semblance peaks. The resolution is restricted to 
the low wavenumbers of the velocity function, and it is constrained by the ray 
tracing coverage. 
The horizontal alignments or non-alignments of the offset images depend on 
the errors in the velocity field. Therefore, coherency panels in the image domain 
(migrated common reflection point gathers) can be used to validate the velocity 
model. Some approaches maximise a scalar similarity index associated with a set 
of migrated sections (Symes and Carazzone, 1991; Chavent and Jacewitz, 1995). 
A certain normalised stack criterion discriminates errors in the velocity models 
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using the sum of the energies of the migrated shot records over all shot locations 
(Versteeg and Marfurt, 1994). 
In the image domain, the difference of the imaged depths (residual moveout) 
at a common image gather has been used to update the velocity field (Liu and 
Bleistein, 1995). Also, the difference between depth-migrated shot gathers of pairs 
of neighbouring shot gathers in a least-squares sense has been implemented as a 
migration misfit criterion (Varela et al., 1994). Moreover, a method of estimation 
of 3D velocity models using 3D post-stack depth migration in an iterative, quasi-
layer stripping method has been proposed (Jones, 1994). 
This dissertation primarily focuses on the data domain, in which several works 
have been done in term of: traveltime and diffraction tomography inversions 
(Dines and Lytle, 1979; Bishop et al., 1985; Ivansson, 1985; Leggett et al., 1993; 
Varela et al., 1994), full waveform inversion (Tarantola, 1984; Tarantola, 1986; 
Gauthier et al., 1986; Mora, 1987a; Mora, 1987b; Mora, 1988; Mora, 1989; Jan-
nane et a!, 1989; Pica et al., 1990; Pratt and Goulty, 1991; Xu et al., 1995, among 
others), and wave-equation traveltime inversion (Luo and Schuster, 1991; Zhou 
et al., 1995). Also, tomographic methods based on the local coherency operators 
in the data domain have been proposed: beam-stack method (Biondi, 1992), and 
coherency inversion (Landa et al., 1991). 
The misfit function to be minimised in traveltime tomography is defined as the 
sum of the squared errors between the observed and the calculated traveltimes. In 
this case, traveltime picks must be provided. In addition, high frequency approxi-
mations are implicit in the method. This procedure is usually applied on crosswell 
datasets involving direct or transmitted arrivals. However, some attempts to in-
clude reflection arrivals for velocity inversion together with the reflector position 
inversion have been made (Bishop et al., 1985; Stork and Clayton, 1986). 
Full waveform inversion uses the normed difference between the observed and 
the calculated seismograms, and should be applied when the initial model is close 
to the actual model. Even though this method does not have high frequency res- 
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trictions, the misfit function can be highly non-linear with respect to the velocity 
perturbations. 
The wave-equation traveltime inversion overcomes the restrictions imposed on 
the methods described above. No traveltime picks are necessary and no approxi-
mations are imposed on the data. This method has been applied to reconstruct 
the long wavelength features of the velocity field using datasets with crosshole 
configuration. Therefore, it has to be combined with the full waveform inversion 
to recover the fine details present in the velocity model. 
1.3 The specific problem and the outline of this 
dissertation 
The critical step for automating the process of finding the velocity model is the 
determination of the error criteria. Usually, errors are minimised using an optimi-
sation algorithm, in such a way that the best velocity model that reproduces the 
real data is estimated. A good choice, in the data domain, is the traveltime delay 
that maximises the cross-correlation function between the real and the calculated 
data. 
The traveltime inversion is based on this criterion, and it has been successfully 
applied to crosshole datasets muting out all waveforms except those of the trans-
mitted arrivals. In this dissertation, I apply the same procedure to reflection and 
diffracted waveforms muting out the first arrivals in surface reflection datasets. I 
show that artifacts are present in the resulting velocity model, and the conver-
gence is unstable. The standard traveltime inversion uses the cross-correlation 
function to evaluate the degree to which the calculated and the observed traces 
match each other. As the traces in a shot gather are shifted independently, the 
offset-dependence of the reflected or diffracted waveforms is ignored. 
I propose a new inversion method, the wave-equation traveltime-offset inver-
sion, to tackle the mentioned offset-dependence. I introduce a bi-dimensional 
cross-correlation function to estimate the similarity index between the calculated 
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and the observed shot gathers in the time and offset domain simultaneously. The 
new misfit criterion includes an offset-dependence term. I present the traveltime-
offset inversion as a new approach to estimate a velocity model that generates 
calculated shot gathers that best match the observed dataset. I show the results 
of applying the new method to synthetic datasets. 
As the traveltime-based methods recover only the long wavelength features 
present in the velocity model, the full waveform inversion is introduced to recon-
struct the fine details of the velocity field. The hybrid methods (traveltime-full 
waveform, and traveltime-offset-full waveform) succeed in the inversion of a cross-
hole dataset. However, I show how some parameters can severely affect the results 
when inverting synthetic datasets with surface reflection geometry. 
The outline of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 includes a review of 
the standard traveltime inversion, and shows the results of inverting datasets with 
crosshole and surface reflection geometries, respectively. In Chapter 3, a descrip-
tion of the full waveform inversion is given, and the effect of some parameters on 
the inversion is analysed. Chapter 4 is devoted to the derivation of the equations 
that build up the new traveltime-offset inversion method. An overview of the 
different components involved in the numerical simulation is given in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 contains examples of the application of the new method. The results are 
discussed, emphasising the strengths and the weaknesses of the new traveltime-
offset inversion. Chapter 7 summarises the main results of this dissertation, and 
suggestions for future work are given. 
As my initial scheme for the automated velocity estimation included a mi-
gration algorithm (see Figure 1.1) I started working on the implementation and 
parallelisation of the split-step Fourier migration and the Fourier finite-difference 
migration codes in 1995. These algorithms were tested on synthetic datasets. 
Simultaneously, Tanis and Stoffa were working on the parallelisation of the split-
step Fourier migration. They published their results in 1997. I enclose my report 
as an appendix in this dissertation. 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
Initial velocity model 
Figure 1.1: General scheme for the automated velocity analysis. 
Chapter 2 
Standard wave-equation traveltime inversion 
Among the wave-equation inversion methods, the traveltime inversion has been 
used to reconstruct the low frequency content of the velocity model. It has the 
advantage that no high-frequency approximations are made, and no traveltime 
picking is necessary. Also, it can consider the starting models to be moderately 
far from the real model. Some weaknesses associated with this method are over-
come by combining it with the full waveform inversion that provides the short 
wavelength features of the model. 
Accurate results are obtained for crosshole configurations when transmitted 
arrivals are inverted. However, the inversion of surface reflection datasets shows 
that the standard traveltime inversion is not efficient enough and it can diverge if 
an appropriate step length is not used. 
2.1 The acoustic wave equation 
The wave-equation inversion methods are based on the acoustic wave equation. 
The derivation of the equation assumes the propagation of compressional waves 
in an inhomogeneous, isotropic fluid with zero viscosity and no heat conduction 
(Claerbout, 1976; Kinsler et al., 1982; Berkhout, 1985). 
Considering a volume element /v of mass Lm within the fluid as depicted in 
Figure 2.1, the pressure variations at opposite sides of the volume will accelerate 
it according to Newton's second law 
t) 
LF(x)=Lm 5u(x, , 	 (2.1) 
at 
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U 
Figure 2.1: The average velocity within volume /v of mass /m will change due 
to spatial pressure variations (taken from Berkhout, 1985). 






AFy = —/p6,' = - (DP(t;xs)Ay) /x/z, 	 (2.2) 
Oy 








t;x) = Du(x,t) 	
(2.3) 
P(X) 	 at 
where p = m/v is the density of the fluid. 
Consider now that the mass /m is exposed to an external force, then its vo-
lume zv will change (see Figure 2.2). Hooke's law establishes the relationship 
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Figure 2.2: The average pressure within volume Lv of mass Am will change due 
to spatial velocity variations (taken from Berkhout, 1985). 
where K(x) represents the compression modulus and dv//v is given by 
dv dx dy dz (2.5) 




dy = —(udt)/y, 	 (2.6) 
dz = _(udt)/z,. 
az 
Sustituting equations (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.4) results in 
dp(x, t; x 8 ) = — K(x)V . u(x, t) dt, 	 (2.7) 
and using dp = gdt, gives 
OP (X, t; x8 ) = —K(x)V u(x,t). 	 (2.8) 
at 
Applying the divergence operator to equation (2.3) 
v•[___vP(xt;xs)] = 	u(x,t), 	 (2.9) 
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= 1 a2p(x,t;x8 ) 
K(x) 	Dt2 	
(2.10) 
The propagation velocity of the compressional waves c(x) is written as a func-
tion of the compression or bulk modulus as 
-F:~P~((_Xx)) ' 	 (2.11) 
hence, equation (2.10) reduces to the usual form of the homogeneous wave equa-
tion 




V(x t; x8 )] = 0. 	(2.12) 
The previous equation does not take into account external sources. However, 
a source function is needed to generate acoustic disturbances (Kinsler et al., 1982; 
Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). There are different types of sources, but let us consider 
here only two of them: 
if body forces are considered, then this force per unit volume F(x,t) is included 
in equation (2.3) 
19U (X, t) 	1 
Vp(x,t;xs) + = 	F(x,t); 	 (2.13) 
P(X) 	 at p(x)  
If mass is introduced into the space at a rate of G (x,t) per unit volume, equation 
(2.8) becomes 
1 	ap(x,t;x5 ) 
P(X)C(X)2 	a 	 p(x) t 
+Vu(x,t) = 	G(x t). 	(2.14) 
Taking the divergence of equation (2.13), and the partial derivative respect time of 
equation (2.14), and combining both equations, an inhomogeneous wave equation 
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is obtained 
1 a2p(x,t;x 8 ) 	 __ 
C(X)2 
	5t2 	
- p(x)V. k(x)vp(x, t; Xs)] 
= DG(x, t) - 
p(x)V. 	F(x, t)I- 
(2.15) 
at 	 [p(x)  
In the region without external forces, the right-hand side of equation (2.15) va-
nishes, giving the homogeneous wave equation. 
2.2 Theoretical aspects of the standard traveltime 
inversion 
Following the mathematical procedure given by Luo and Schuster (1991), I present 
in this section the derivation of the wave-equation traveltime inversion method. 
Let p(x,t;x 3)0b8 and p(xr ,t;xs)ca j denote, respectively, the observed and calcu-
lated pressure seismograms at receiver location Xr  due to a line source at loca-
tion x8. The calculated seismogram p(Xr, t; X s)cai satisfies the 2D acoustic wave-
equation: 





 VP(x t;xs)] = s(t;x3), 	 (2.16) 
where c(x) is the velocity field, p(x) is the density function, and s(t; x 5 ) 
s(t;x8 ) = s(t)6(x - x 5), 	 (2.17) 
is the source function. 
The one-dimensional cross-correlation function used in the wave-equation tra-
veltime inversion is defined in the time domain by: 
f(xr,;xs) = f 
dtP,t+T;X8)0 p(Xr , t Xs) cal 	 (2.18) 
A(xr ; x)b 
with A(xr ; Xs)obg the maximum amplitude of P(Xr , t; x)b and 'r the time shift 
between the observed and the calculated seismograms. This function has a maxi- 
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mum when the observed and the calculated traces best match each other. It 
is important to note that each pair of traces is correlated independently, so the 
moveout is not taken into account in the calculations. 
The traveltime residual AT that maximises the cross-correlation function is 
used to define the connective function as 
[af(xr,r;xs)1 	 (2.19) 
L 	° 	] TT 
f dt'' 
+ T; x3 ) 3 
p(xr ,t;xs )ca j = 01  
= 	A(xr;xs )obs 
where ji = 3p(Xr , t; x3)/at. 
The misfit function S1, given by 
Si = 	 Y2 (Xr ;Xs), 	 (2.20) 
permits the current velocity model to be corrected by minimizing the delays be-
tween the real and the calculated traces. A.'r(xr ; x8 ) are the time-shift values 
where the cross-correlation function, equation (2.18), has a maximum. 
The steepest descent method allows the velocity model to be updated 
C(X)k+i = C(X)k + 0k71(X)k, 	 (2.21) 
where 'yi (x)i represents the steepest descent direction of the misfit function S1 , 
given by 
- 	as, 	 a(AT)
'yi(xh - Dc(x) = 
(2.22) AT 
and ak is the step length for the kth iteration. ak is chosen either analytically 
(Tarantola, 1987) or by trial and error. In practice a preconditioned steepest 
descent method is used in order to accelerate the convergence. 
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Using equation (2.19) and the chain rule 
- Df 3&- 
(2.23) 
3c(x) - 
I can write 
DLY - ac(x) 	
(2.24) 
Dc(x) - a] 
Hence 
a(AT) 1 	 _____________ 
,9c(x) = f dtji(Xr , t + r; x3)0b 	0c(x) 	
(2.25) 
with 
E = f dtii( r , t + T Xs)obsP(Xr, t; 's)cal, 	 (2.26) 
= -f dt(Xr , t + AT; Xs)obs(Xr, t; Xs) cal 
In order to calculate (ap(xr ,t;xs )ca j/ac(x)), let's consider the pressure field 
p(x, t; x3) that satisfies the wave equation 
1 	82 Ax, t;x8 ) 
C(X)2 
	
2 	- p(x)V. IPW 
Vp(x, t; x 5 ) = s(t; x3); 	(2.27) 
p(x, 0; x3) = 0 	1i(x, 0; x3) = 0, 
and the corresponding Green's function g(x, t; x', t') 
1 52g(x,t;x',t') — 
p(x)V. 
k
x)Vg(x, t; x', t')l =(x - x')(t - t'); (2.28) 
c(x)2 	5t2 	 j 
g(x, t; x', t') = 0, 	(x, t; x', t') = 0, 	for t < t'. 
A perturbation 6c(x) in the velocity field will produce a variation öp(x, t; x5) in 
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the pressure field which satisfies 
1 	32[p(x, t; x) + 5p (x, t; x5)] 
[c(x) + 6c(x)]2  
- p(x)V.IPW t; x3) + JP (X, t; 	= s(t; x8 ); 
p(x, 0; x3) + JP (X, 0; x8) = 0 	j(x, 0; x3 ) + 8j(x, 0; x3) = 0, 	(2.29) 
Expanding the perturbed velocity function and using equation (2.27), results 
in 
1 	a2 p(x, t; x8) 
-p(x)V. IPW _v8P(x t; x3)] C(X) 2 
- 32p(x,t;x5)26c(x) +O(Sc(x)2); 
- 	at2 	c(x)3  
JP (X, 0; x3) = 0 	8j5(x, 0; x8 ) = 0. 
	 (2.30) 
In terms of the Green's function, the solution of (2.30) is given by (see Morse and 
Feshbach, 1953) 
JP (X,,  t; x3) = f dv(x 	
* ')g(x, t; x', 0) 
a2p(x', t; x) 2Sc(x') 
(2.31) 
at2 	' v 	 c(x) 
where dv(x') denotes the volume element at x', and the asterisk indicates time 
convolution. Equation (2.31) is the so called Fréchet derivative operator. 
Integrating by parts the convolutional term in equation (2.31) results in 
	
a2p(x',t;x3 ) T 	 a2p(x',t';x3 ) 
g(Xr, t; x', 0) * 	
at2 	
= fdt'g (x, t - t'; x', 0) 	
at2 
= g(Xr , t - T; x', 0)j5(x', T; x) - g(xr, t; x', 0)j5(x', 0; x3) 
dt'(Xr , t - t', x', 0)(x', t'; x), 	(2.32) 
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and using the initial conditions given in equations (2.27) and (2.28), I have 
D2p(x',t;x3) T 
g(xr , t; x', 0) * 	 = 
- f
dt'~ (x, t - t'; x', 0)(x', t'; x8 ) 
= _.i(Xr , t; x', 0) * (x', t; x5). 	 (2.33) 
Introducing this expression in equation (2.31) yields 
Sp(xr ,t;xs) = 




Considering a point scatterer in the velocity field 
6c(x) = AC6(x' - x), 	 (2.35) 
the perturbation in the pressure field öP(XT , t; x3) becomes 
äp(xr ,t;xs ) = —(x,t;x,0) * AX, t;Xs) 2Lc (2.36) 
c(x)3  
Dividing by Ac, and using the reciprocity property of the Green's function (Aki 
and Richards, page 28, 1980), I get 
ôp(xr,t;xs)cai - - 2 
g(x, t; Xr, 0) * (x, t; x8). 	(2.37) 
Dc(x) - c(x) 
Returning to equation (2.25) and using the fact that E is not a function of 
time (see equation (2.26)), I obtain 
- 1 




and equation (2.22) becomes 
1 	
f dt(x, t; Zr, 0) 
* (x, t; s)6(Xr, t; x3), 	(2.39) 'yl(x)k = 
c(x)3  
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where 6'r(x, t; x3 ) is defined as the pseudo-traveltime residual 
6'i(Xr , t; x3) = 
2
7(Xr, t + AT; xS )Ob S T(x; x3). 	(2.40) 




> 1: f dt6(xr,t;xs)f dt'(x,t—t';xr,0)ji(x,t';xs ), (2.41) 
and exchanging the integrals, yields 
1 	
f dt'j5(x, t'; x3) f dt(x, t 
- t'; Xr, 0)8(x, t; x8). (2.42) 'yl(x)k 
= c(x)3  
Now, using the fact that the Green's function is invariant to time translation (Aki 
and Richards, 1980), yields 
1 	
>: 1: f dt'ii(x,t';xs)f dt(x,0;x,t' 	t)8(xr ,t;xs ), = c(x)3  
1 	
f dt'(x, t'; x8)(x, 0; Xr ,t') * 6T (XT 
 , t'; x 5 ), 
s r 
1 	
f dt'(x, t'; x3)(x, —t'; Xr, 0) 
* 5 (XT , t'; x8). 	(2.43) 
Defining qi(x,t;x3 ) as 
qi (x,t;x) = 	g(x,—t;rr,0) *6(xr ,t;xs ), 	 (2.44) 
and rewriting it as 
q, (X, t; x 3) = 	f dt'g(x, 0; x, t - t')6(xr , 
t'; x5), 	(2.45) 
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I have, 
1(x,t;x8) = dt'g(x,t'—t;xr,O)ö(x,t';x3 ) at r 
= - 	f dt'(x, t' - t; Zr , 0)6(Zr , t'; x8) 
= - 	f dt'(x, 0 Z, t - t')(Xr, t'; x 5) 
= —(x,O;xr ,t) *8r(xr,t;xs). 	 (2.46) 
Combining equation (2.46) with equation (2.43), results in 
1(X)k 
= 	c(x) 	
[fdt(x,t;xs) i (x,t;xs )]. 	 (2.47) 
In the previous equations, q1 (x, t; x5) represents the missing pressure field, and is 
computed by reverse time propagation of the pseudo-traveltime residual 5(r, t; x) 
acting as a source at the receiver location Zr . 
The wave-equation traveltime inversion reduces to full waveform inversion 
when the current model is close to the real model. Also, it is reduced to ray-
tracing traveltime tomography in the high frequency approximation (Luo and 
Schuster, 1991). 
2.3 Numerical examples and discussion 
A computer code for full waveform inversion was provided by the University of 
Utah Tomography Consortium, and I modified it in order to execute the traveltime 
inversion. I use the resulting standard wave-equation traveltime inversion code 
to invert different datasets. The first one corresponds to the synthetic crosshole 
dataset used by Luo and Schuster (1991), and by Zhou et al. (1995) in their papers. 
I use this synthetic dataset mainly to verify that the modified code works properly 
and to identify the differences between the inversion of crosshole datasets and 
surface reflection datasets. The main example for the surface reflection geometry 
is a point-diffractor embedded in a constant background velocity of 2000 m/s. 
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Figure 2.3: Grid. 
The grid (Figure 2.3) consists of 62x141 nodes with an evenly spaced distance 
of 1.5 m. Four absorbing boundaries are considered. A Ricker wavelet (Sheriff 
and Geldart, 1995) having a peak frequency of 60 Hz is used for modelling and 
inverting the crosshole dataset, while 120 Hz is used for the surface reflection 
datasets, see Figure 2.4. The sample rate in time is 0.2 msec. and the step length 
is kept constant during the inversion. The density function (Gardner et al., 1974; 
Luo and Schuster, 1991) is given by 
p(x) = po[C(X)/Cpoo]den , 	 (2.48) 
with the values Po=2' Kg/rn3, c 00=6500 m/s and den=1/2 provided by the 
Utah Tomography Consortium for the synthetic crosshole dataset. Regardless of 
the geometry configuration, the amplitudes of the seismograms are normalized 
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a) Peak frequency: 60 Hz 	 b) Peak frequency: 120 Hz 
Figure 2.4: Ricker wavelets. 
prior to muting out any waveform, i.e., each trace is normalized to its maximum 
amplitude value. 
Even though the delays in time can be calculated using the cross-correlation 
function, the program uses a simpler procedure for the crosshole configuration: the 
traveltimes tcal and tobs corresponding to the maximum amplitude for each trace in 
the calculated and the observed seismograms, respectively, are determined. Then, 
the time shift Ar is given simply by the subtraction of these two values. In this 
particular case these values are associated with the transmitted arrivals. 
For surface reflection datasets, the one-dimensional cross-correlation function 
is computed using the Fast Fourier transform (Bracewell, 1986; Press et al., 1994; 
Brook and Wynne, 1988). The observed and the calculated seismograms are 
Fourier transformed to the frequency domain, multiplied in that domain, and 
inverse Fourier transformed back to the time domain. This process is represented 
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by: 
p(Xr , t; Xs )obs 0 P(Xr , t; X s )ca j 4 	P(Xr , u.'; Xs) obs (Xr , w; Xs)cai, 	(2.49) 
where ® means cross-correlation, tilde denotes complex conjugate, and Pobs  and 
Peai are the Fourier transforms of Pobs  and Peal,  respectively. The time shifts are 
the delays associated with the maximum amplitudes in the cross-correlogram. 
The geometry for the crosshole configuration consists of 15 shots regularly 
spaced along the left-hand side of the model and 36 receivers distributed along 
the right-hand side. The complete seismograms are used for the inversion. Figure 
2.5a shows the original synthetic model and Figure 2.5b shows the result of the 
standard traveltime inversion after 10 iterations, starting with a 3000 m/s constant 
velocity model. The resulting traveltime tomogram contains the long wavelength 
features of the original velocity model. 
The next step is to apply the full waveform inversion (explained in Chapter 
3) to recover the high frequencies present in the original model. The output from 
the traveltime inversion is used as the starting velocity field. The strong direct 
arrivals resolve the low wavenumber velocity variations of the part of the model 
they pass through. In order to account for the high wavenumber details of the 
model, the reflection events have to be considered. So, the direct arrivals should 
be muted out in the observed and the calculated seismograms. 
Four additional iterations are performed using the full waveform inversion. 
The result displayed in Figure 2.5c is comparable to the result given by Zhou 
et al. (1995), and the differences can be related to the fact they used different 
parameters for the inversion, e.g., the grid size, the peak frequency of the source, 
the number of shots, etc. Also, they removed all waveforms except the transmitted 
arrivals when using the traveltime inversion. This result suggests the computer 
code is working properly. 
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4.4 
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shots along the surface. There is a shot every 4th node and one receiver every 
other node. The initial velocity model (Figure 2.6) is a point-diffractor located in a 
position shallower than the original one and with the same background velocity. In 
surface reflection datasets the first arrivals provide only near-surface information, 
then the strong direct arrivals should be muted out prior to cross-correlation 
and reverse-time propagation. Figure 2.7 displays the results of the traveltime 
inversion after 5, 10, and 15 iterations and Figure 2.8 depicts the corresponding 
seismograms for the shot located at the left-hand side of the model. 
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a) Original velocity model 	b) Starting velocity model 
Figure 2.6: Velocity models for traveltime inversion considering surface reflection 
geometry. 
It is clear in this example that the depth of the point-diffractor is compensated 
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Figure 2.9: Residuals of the point-diffractor traveltime inversion. 
by diminishing the velocity above it, until the minimum velocity allowed in the 
inversion is reached. The minimum velocity is constrained to be 1900 m/s. Al-
though the match between the calculated and the observed seismograms improves 
in successive iterations, some artifacts appear after the 13th iteration. Then, 
the traveltime residual jumps to a higher value, as shown in Figure 2.9, and the 
inversion diverges. 
The behaviour of the time delays for each shot gather as a function of offset 
is shown in Figures 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12 at iterations 1, 12, and 13. In these 
figures every colour line with the same symbol represents a common shot gather. 
As each trace is shifted in time independently, the moveout in the observed shot 
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Figure 2.10: Delays associated with iteration 1. 
Iteration 12 
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Figure 2.11: Delays associated with iteration 12. 
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12th iteration. At iteration 13 the inversion starts to diverge and the artifacts 
predominate over the diffraction. In particular, Figure 2.13 depicts the delays 
for shot 8 as the iterations proceed. The delays decrease regularly until iteration 
number 12, and after that the amplitude of the artifacts in the calculated shot 
gathers governs the traveltime delay. 
The artifacts can be controlled by adjusting the step length. The result using a 
variable step length ak is shown in Figure 2.14 after 23 iterations. ak is calculated 
by making it half of the previous value when the traveltime residual at iteration 
k + 1 is bigger than the residual at iteration k (Tarantola, 1984). The traveltime 
residuals and the step length values can be seen in Figure 2.15. The diffractor is 
placed one node above the right position due to the lower velocity in the upper 
part of the model. Some artifacts are still present, and a stable convergence is not 
reached. 
Many parameters are involved in the procedure and all of them play an impor-
tant role. Here, I present two of them: the minimum velocity allowed during the 
inversion and, secondly, the size of the model. In Chapter 3, I show the full wave-
form inversion using two different wavelets as well as the inversion using a model 
with two different vertical lengths. In Chapter 6 other parameters are considered. 
Figure 2.16 displays the result for the same point-diffractor model but using 2000 
m/s as the minimum velocity allowed in the inversion. After 35 iterations, the 
diffractor is located at the right depth but some artifacts are still present. The 
time residual at iteration 35 is not null (see Figure 2.17), and a slight change in 
the step length value can cause the divergence of the inversion. 
Two models are now considered which consist of 2 point-diffractors in a medium 
with 2000 m/s as background velocity. Again the minimum velocity is 2000 m/s 
but the total depth is 210 m for the first model and 91.5 m for the second one. The 
grid spacing remains unaltered at 1.5 m, and only the number of nodes in depth is 
reduced. Figure 2.18 shows that the artifacts are present in both models but they 
are extended all-around the model in the second one. Even though the original 
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Figure 2.12: Delays associated with iteration 13. 
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a) Original model 
	
b) After 23 iterations 
Figure 2.14: Inversion of the point-diffractor using variable step length. 
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Figure 2.15: Residuals using variable step length. 
diffractors and the initial diffractor have the same position in both models, the 
behaviour is more erratic in the shallower model. This fact may suggest that weak 
reflections in the lower absorbing boundary are affecting the results, but I show 
in Chapter 6 that this effect is not seen in the traveltime-offset inversion even 
though the same wavefield modelling program is used. 
2.4 Summary 
The wave-equation traveltime inversion provides the low frequency content of the 
model when the transmitted arrivals are used in the crosshole configurations. 
Although there are no restrictions in the theory involved in the procedure, the 
method fails to reconstruct models with surface reflection geometries. In practice, 
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there are differences in the procedure for each configuration. Among these diffe-
rences the most relevant are: a) the propagation of the wave field in the model and 
the predominance of different waveforms due to the arrangement of the sources 
and receivers, b) the mute of different waveforms present in the shot gathers and 
c) the amplitude associated with each event. However, in theory, none of them 
represent a constraint that limits the convergence of the traveltime inversion. 
When processing surface reflection datasets, the step length can help to control 
the influence of the artifacts. However, the convergence of the standard traveltime 
inversion is unstable. Different results are obtained when the lower boundary of 
the model is placed at different depths, and the velocity-depth ambiguity is not 
solved by this inversion method. 
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Figure 2.17: Residuals using 2000 m/s as the minimum velocity. 
a) 	 b) 
Figure 2.18: Comparison using the same model with two different depths. a) 
Maximum depth: 210 m, b) Maximum depth: 90.5 m. 
Chapter 3 
Full waveform inversion 
The full waveform inversion has been used to reconstruct the high frequency fea-
tures present in the original velocity model. This method has the advantage that 
no high frequency approximations are necessary, but it requires an initial velocity 
model containing the long wavelength structures of the real model in order to 
avoid getting stuck in a local minimum. Therefore, an output from the traveltime 
inversion, or from the traveltime-offset inversion, is a good choice as a starting 
model for the full waveform inversion. This idea was proposed by Zhou et al. in 
1995. They combined the wave-equation traveltime inversion with the full wave-
form inversion in a hybrid method that allowed them to keep the advantages of 
both methods. Following this idea, I introduce in Chapter 4 the traveltime-offset 
inversion as a hybrid method instead of using the one-dimensional traveltime in-
version. 
I apply the full waveform inversion after the standard traveltime inversion in 
Chapter 2, and I combine it with the new traveltime-offset inversion method in 
Chapter 6. Here, in Chapter 3, I present a description of the theory involved in 
this method together with synthetic examples, and I show how some parameters 
can affect the results of this inversion method. 
3.1 Theory 
The general approach for full waveform inversion was proposed by Tarantola in 
1984. Gauthier et al. (1986), proved the feasibility of the method by applying 
it to synthetic datasets. Since then, several authors have used the strengths of 
this method to reconstruct the fine details present in the velocity models. In this 
34 
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section, I present a review of the theoretical ideas of the full waveform inversion. 
I follow the conventions used by Tarantola (1987) with the difference that I use 
the velocity field c(x) instead of the bulk modulus model K. 
Let p and C, represent the dataset and the covariance operator respectively. 
Here, C, describes the experimental uncertainties, and let us assume it is diagonal 
Cp(Xr , t; x8; x, t'; x) = U3d(Xr, t; x3)8'6(t - t')8', 	(3.1) 
where a 2  is the standard deviation, and 8ab  represents the Kronecker's symbol (1 
if a = b; 0 otherwise). The pressure wavefield associated with the velocity model 
c(x) is denoted by 
p=f(c). 	 (3.2) 
The observed pressure field is represented as Pobs, 50 
JP = f(c) - Pobs 	 (3.3) 
Defining the norm IIJpII as 
5p 2 =< 6,8p >=< C'6p,p >= jp1Cl5p 
= 	f dt8j3(xr,t;x5)6p(xr ,t;xs ), 	
(3.4) 
the misfit function S2 , given by the square norm of ôp,  can be written as 
82 - Sp 2 - If (C) - PobsM 2  - 	2 
1 
; - - If (C) - pobs]t C' If (C) - Pobsi . 	 (3.5) 2 
The best model is achieved when the misfit function S2 has a minimum. If c 
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results from equation (3.5) 
'72 
= 	= GC;1[f(c) - PobsL 	 (3.8) 
The problem of finding the velocity model that minimises S2 can be solved 
using a gradient method. The simplest one is the steepest descent algorithm. 
Using this method, the new velocity model at iteration k + 1 is given by 
Ck+1 = Ck + ak'72, 	 (3.9) 
where ak is the step length and '72  is the steepest descent direction of the misfit 
function S2.. The direction of the steepest descent is 
72 = — So2, 	 (3.10) 
with So .= I the preconditioning operator for the steepest descent method, and '5'2 
the gradient of the misfit function defined in equation (3.8). Using equation (3.8) 
to rewrite equation (3.9), I have 
Ck+1 = Ck akGC[f(c) - Pobs] 
Ck - akGP. 	 . 	 (3.11) 
The Fréchet derivative operator is a linear operator G that associates any 
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velocity model perturbation Sc with the data perturbation G8c 
f(ck + Sc) = f(ck) + G8c + higher order terms. 	(3.12) 
The calculation of this linear operator is given in Chapter 2 (from equation (2.27) 
to equation (2.31). So, using equation (2.31), I have 
(GcSc)(xr,t;xs) 
= I dv(x)g(xr,t;x,O) * ô
2p(x,t;x 5) 28c(x) 	
(3.13) 
at,  c:IJ1 
with g(x, t; x', t') the Green's function and p(x, t; x 3) the pressure wavefield, both 
associated with the velocity model c(x). 
By definition the transpose operator G obeys 
<Sb, Gc5c >=< 	Sc> 	for any S and Sc, 	(3.14) 
and the norm in the space domain is given by 
<Se, Sc> = SCtSc = SctSC 
= f dv(x)Sâ(x)Sc(x). 	 (3.15) 
Therefore, using equations (3.15) and (3.4), equation (3.14) becomes 
f dt8j3(xr,t;x s)(GcSc)(xr,t;x s) = f dv(x)(GS)(x)Sc(x), 	(3.16) 
and, using equation (3.13) 
f dt 	S(x, t; x 5) f  dv(x)g(xr, t; x, 0) * 5
2p(x, t; x 8) 2Sc(x) 
at2 	c(x)3  
= I dv(x)(GS)(x)Sc(x). (3.17) 
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Rewriting equation (3.17), I obtain 
f
dv(x)8c(x) [(G6p)(x) 
- c(x)3 	f 
dtg(xr,t;x,0) * a2P(xt;x8) ö(x t; x)] = 0. (3.18) 
As this equation is valid for any Sc(x), I get 
= 
2 	
f dtg(xr,t;x,0) D2p(x,t;x8) (G6)(x) c(x)3 s 	r 	
* 	
at2 	
6p(x,t;x8 ), (3.19) 
and using equation (2.33) results in 
(G 5 )(x) = - 2 
	
f dt(xr,t;x,0) *(x,t;x8 )6(x,t;x
8 ). 	(3.20) C(X)3 
s 




C( X )2 	2 	
- p(x)V• 	V 2 (x t; x8)] = (x, t; x3); 	 (3.21) 
	
q2(x,T;x8 ) = 0 	42(x,T;x3 ) = 0, 
with 
(x, t; x3) = E 6 (x - xr )8j5(xr , t; x 3). 	 (3.22) 
In terms of the Green's function, the solution of equation (3.21) (back in time) 
is 
q2  (X, t; x 8 ) = f dv(x')g(x, —t; x', 0) * 	8(x' - X)öp(X, t; x3 ) 
= 	
L dv(x')8(x' - Xr) f 
dt'g(x, 0; x', t - t')83( r , t'; x8 ) 
= >f dt'g(x,0;x,t—t')6ô(xr ,t'; Xs) . 	
(3.23) 
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The derivative with respect to time 42(x, t; x8) is given by 
42(x,t;x8) = f dt'g(x, 0; X, t - t')(Xr, t'; x8 ) - at  r 
= 	f dt'g(x, t' - t; X r , 0)5i3(Xr , t'; x5 ) at r 
	
-f dt'(x,t' —t;xr,0)8j3(xr,t';xs). 	(3.24) 
Returning to equation (3.20) and rewriting it, I have 
2 	
f dtf dt'(x,t—t';x r ,0)(x,t';xs )6(xr ,t;xs ). (3.25) C(X)3 
. 
Introducing equation (3.24) into equation (3.25), results in 
'Y2 = (Gö)(x) 
2 
= c(x)3 	
f dt(x,t;x 8 ) 2(x,t;x3). 	 (3.26) 
The misfit gradient '5'2  is then calculated as the zero-lag correlation between 
the time derivative of the pressure field p(x, t; x8 ) generated using the current 
velocity model, and the time derivative of the pressure field q2(x, t; x3) computed 
by reverse-time propagation of the seismogram residual Sp(Xr, t; x3). The last one 
represents the diffracted field missing in the current data. 
As shown by Luo and Schuster (1991), the wave-equation traveltime inversion 
reduces to the full waveform inversion when the current velocity model is close 
to the actual model. This means that the calculated seismogram has similar 
amplitude to the observed seismogram and they differ only by a small time shift. 
Figure 3.1 depicts this fact by comparing the functions that are back-propagated 
in both cases. The waveforms in the figure are hypothetical functions and do not 
represent the propagation in any medium. The back-propagated fields are similar 
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except for a constant factor of 2/E, 
6(xr ,t;xs ) = 	8p(x,t;x8 ) 	 (3.27) 
where E is defined by equation (2.5). 
3.2 Numerical examples and discussion 
A standard computer code for full waveform inversion was provided by the Uni-
versity of Utah Consortium, and I implemented the parallelised version of this 
code on the Cray T3D in the Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC). A 
finite difference scheme was codified for the forward and reverse-time propagation. 
As shown in Figure 2.5, I applied the full waveform inversion to a model with 
crosshole configuration. The transmitted arrivals were muted out prior to back-
propagation and the initial velocity model corresponded to the output from the 
standard traveltime inversion. After 4 iterations, it succeeded in reconstructing 
the high frequency details of the synthetic fault model. 
A second model consists of two dipping interfaces, the first one with 30 degree 
slope and the deeper one with a gentle slope of 9 degrees, see Figure 3.2. A set of 
15 shots and 31 receivers, evenly spaced, is located at the surface position. The 
velocity model is digitised with a regular grid of 62x141 points. The sampling 
interval for the grid is 1.5 m. The sample rate is 0.0002 s and 1000 samples in 
time are calculated for each trace. The source function is a Ricker wavelet with 
60 Hz as a peak frequency. Again, the density values are calculated using the 
Gardner's formula (Gardner et al., 1974; Zhou, 1995; Zhou et al., 1995), equation 
(2.8). As in the traveltime inversion method a preconditioning function is needed 
in order to accelerate the convergence. 
The starting model is a constant velocity field of 2000 m/s and the first arrivals 
are muted out. The step length is kept constant. Figure 3.3 shows the full wave-
form inversion after 1, 2, 3 and 4 iterations. The corresponding seismograms for 
shot 1 are shown in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 depicts the behaviour of the residuals. 
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a) 	 b) 	 c) 
Figure 3.1: Traveltime inversion reduces to full waveform inversion when AT is 
small, a) p(t)0b8 and p(t)cai, b) p(t)ObS - p(t)cai, c) ji(t + /..'r)0b8. 
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Figure 3.2: Velocity model with dipping interfaces. 
The oscillation in the residual curve is a consequence of keeping the step length 
fixed. The inversion is converging to a minimum, but the step length is so big 
that it does not allow small changes in the gradient. Therefore, the velocity model 
oscillates (see Figure 3.3) in the same way as the residual does. The results from 
iterations 1 and 3 look alike. Also, the results from iterations 2 and 4 are similar. 
This effect can also be seen on the shot gathers. 
Artifacts with a regular pattern appear after the first iteration and are related 
to the peak frequency of the Ricker wavelet. Figure 3.6 shows the inversion after 
5 iterations using two different frequencies for the Ricker wavelet. As the peak 
frequency increases, the number of artifacts increases as well. The velocity values 
increase and decrease regularly following the artifact pattern. This corresponds 
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Figure 3.5: Residuals of the dipping layers inversion. 
to positive and negative values of the gradient generated by periodic changes from 
peaks to troughs in the residual seismogram. 
Figure 3.7 depicts a different velocity model with the purpose of illustrating the 
behaviour of the artifacts when the mute of the first arrivals is not applied, when 
it is applied, and when the normalization of the seismograms takes place after 
the mute. For this example 5 iterations of full waveform inversion were executed 
in each case. lithe complete seismograms are considered, the high amplitude of 
the first arrivals dominates the inversion. The artifacts seem not to be present 
but the inversion is constrained to the upper part of the model, where the direct 
arrivals provide only near-surface information. 
In contrast, in crosshole configurations the direct arrivals cross the model 
from one side to the other, carrying a complete set of information concerning the 
distribution of the velocity field. This is one of the most important factors to be 
considered when surveys with different geometry configurations are going to be 
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a) Original model 	b) Initial model 
c) No mute 	 d) Mute 	 e) Mute + normalization 
Figure 3.7: Different factors that affect the full waveform inversion. 
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from the seismograms when inverting datasets with surface geometry configuration 
using the full waveform inversion method. After muting out the first arrivals, the 
reflection events start appearing. The same criterion applies to the standard 
traveltime inversion and to the traveltirne-offset inversion method. 
Figure 3.7e shows the result when the traces in both seismograms, the observed 
and the calculated, are normalized to its maximum amplitude after muting out the 
first arrivals. This process brings up the value of the amplitudes of the remaining 
waveforms, but keeps the relative amplitude among them. Then, with higher 
amplitudes the artifacts are more evident than before. 
In Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the gradients 'Y2  corresponding to a single shot and a 
single receiver are plotted for a crosshole configuration and a surface reflection 
geometry, respectively. The original model now is a three flat layer medium with 
velocities 2000 m/s, 2300 m/s, and 2500 m/s, and interfaces at 109.5 rn and 154.5 
rn depth (Figure 3.10a). The initial velocity model keeps the depth positions and 
the velocities are 10% slower than the original ones. 
In the crosshole configuration, the direct arrival dominates the gradient and 
the absolute value of this gradient is one order of magnitude bigger than in the 
surface geometry. In the surface reflection configuration, the mute is not removing 
the first arrival signal completely. The remaining part of this signal generates the 
first artifact, located in depth between the nodes 60 and 70. The deeper artifacts 
seen in Figure 3.9 are also present in Figure 3.8, but they are negligible compared 
to the major contribution of the direct arrival to the gradient. As pointed out 
by Rowbotharn and Goulty (1993), an effective removal of the direct waves is 
essential for optimising the quality of the image. 
The same model with surface reflection geometry is used to find out if the initial 
velocity model changes the behaviour of the artifacts. The results are shown in 
Figure 3.10, where 2000 m/s and 2500 m/s are the values of the constant velocity 
fields used as starting models. The artifacts follow the same regular pattern and, 
again, the first artifact corresponds to the remaining direct arrival not muted out 
.7im  
a) Shot 1 - receiver 1 
	
b) Shot 1 - receiver 2 
	
c) Shot 2 - receiver 2 
	 a 
Figure 3.8: Gradient for a crosshole configuration. Shot 1 coordinates (50,50), shot 2 coordinates (50,186), receiver 1 coordi-





a) Shot 1 - receiver 1 	 b) Shot 1 - receiver 2 	 c) Shot 2 - receiver 2 
Figure 3.9: Gradient for a surface reflection geometry. Shot 1 coordinates (50,47), shot 2 coordinates (111,47), receiver 1 
coordinates (51,47), receiver 2 coordinates (110,47). 
a) Original velocity model 	b) Starting velocity: 2000 m/s c) Starting velocity: 2500 ni/s 
Figure 3.10: Gradient of the full waveform inversion using two different starting velocity models. Shot coordinates (50,47), 
receiver coordinates (110,47). 
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Figure 3.11: Gaussian-derivative wavelet (120 Hz). 
correctly. 
Next the model in Figure 3.2 (surface reflection configuration) is again used, 
but with the derivative of a Gaussian function (Savic, 1995) as the source function 
instead of the Ricker wavelet. The new wavelet, Figure 3.11 is given by the 
following equation: 
s(t) = —2texp(—t2) 	 (3.28) 
where e = 4 In 2112  and u is the peak frequency of the wavelet. 
Figure 3.12 depicts the full waveform inversion using the new wavelet after 
10, 20, 30, and 40 iterations. The mute was not applied but the initial velocity 
model corresponded to the velocity of the first layer (2000 m/s) and the first 7 
cells in depth were forced to keep the correct velocities. The behaviour of the 
inversion is completely different from the one with the Ricker wavelet; Figure 3.13 
displays the comparison. There are no artifacts present and the interfaces show a 
I 
4.4 
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a) Ricker wavelet 	 b) Derivative of a Gaussian 
function wavelet 
Figure 3.13: Full waveform inversion using two different wavelets. 
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better resolution. However, the result is still constrained by the minimum velocity 
allowed during the inversion, 1800 m/s for this example. 
3.3 Summary 
The full waveform inversion back-propagates the differences between the observed 
and the calculated seismograms, considering these differences as missing diffracted 
fields. This method recovers the fine details present in the original model when the 
starting velocity model contains the low frequency features of the original model. 
It succeeds in achieving the inversion of a synthetic fault model with crosshole 
configuration, but some artifacts are present if surface reflection datasets with a 
Ricker wavelet are inverted. The artifacts are related to the frequency spectrum 
of the source wavelet and to the amplitude of the different waveforms. Also, 
an inappropiate mute of the first arrivals can introduce additional artifacts. In 
Chapter 6, I combine the full waveform inversion with the new traveltime-offset 
inversion method and some further examples are considered in order to find out 
an explanation for the behaviour of the full waveform inversion. 
Chapter 4 
Wave-equation traveltime-offset inversion 
A velocity estimation approach is set up using a bi-dimensional cross-correlation 
function. The new method modifies the standard wave-equation traveltime in-
version (Luo and Schuster, 1991) by introducing the cross-correlation function in 
the time and space domains simultaneously. The velocity model is updated using 
the current velocity model, the observed pressure field and the field computed by 
reverse propagation of two pseudo-residual functions acting as sources in particu-
lar locations. The shot gathers are moved as a whole; that is, the traces are not 
shifted independently in the common shot gathers, and then the moveout of the 
real shot gathers is maintained during the back-propagation. 
In this chapter, I present the theory involved in the proposed wave-equation 
traveltime-offset inversion method. I define a new bi-dimensional connective func-
tion and a new traveltime-offset misfit function. Finally, using the steepest descent 
method I derive an expression for the gradient function that updates the velocity 
field at each iteration. 
4.1 Theory 
As in the standard traveltime inversion, let p(Xr, t; X8)Qbs and P(Xr , t; X)ca j denote, 
respectively, the observed and calculated pressure seismograms at receiver location 
Xr  due to a line source at the location x5. The calculated seismogram satisfies the 




- p(x)V. kVP(X'  t; x3 )] = s(t; x3 ), 	 (4.1) 
56 
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where s(t; x8), p(x), c(x) correspond to the source function, the density function 
and the wave speed, respectively. 
The bi-dimensional cross-correlation function is defined as a function of a offset 
shift a and a time shift T by 
f(a,;x 3) = 
fdt fdx,p(xr+a,t+T;xs )obs 
p(xr,t;xs) cal, 	(4.2) 
A(xr ; x 5)0b3  
where A(xr ; Xs)obs is the maximum amplitude of the observed seismogram. Instead 
of moving a real trace over a calculated trace, the bi-dimensional function moves 
the full observed shot gather over the full calculated shot gather. The best match 
is reached when the function f has a maximum 
	
f(a, AT; x8 ) = max{f(a,T;x8)}ft e [—T,T],a E [—X,X]}. 	(4.3) 
The derivatives in both dimensions should be zero and the following equations 
have to be satisfied simultaneously 







f 	= fdt fdx, j5(x + /a, t + T; x3 )obsP(X r , t; X 8 )ca j 0 A 	
1  
(xr ; x8 ) 0b3  




The misfit function S, defined as 
S = 	[a(x3 )2 + 	r(x 3 )2 ] 	 (4.6) 
11 
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has a minimum when the predicted shot gather best matches the observed shot 
gather, i.e. when the cross-correlation function has a maximum. I introduce the 
parameter 3 to keep the dimensions of this equation consistent. 
For simplicity I use the steepest descent method in order to find the velocity 
model c(x) that minimises S. Hence, the new velocity field is calculated using the 
following equation: 
= C(X)k + ck7(X)k, 	 (4.7) 
where 'y(x) is the steepest descent direction of the misfit function S, given by 
	
as - aza 	 OAT ____ 
-y (X) = -____ - 	 a(x8 ) - 3 	 = yo.(x)+9'yr (x), (4.8) ac(x) c(x) c(x) 
and ak is a constant scaling factor, either analytically estimated (Tarantola, 1986; 
Tarantola, 1987) or chosen by trial and error. Using the rule for implicit differen-
tiation 
a] - AT - + ac(x) - 	ac(x) AU YCM 	 (49 
af' - af' az. + af' az ac (x) - a Li a c(x) 	a z a c(x)' 
and solving the system of equations simultaneously, I get 
af' 
aAa -  ac(x) - 
ac(x) 	af' 
aj 	af'/az 
ac(x) a]/az 	 (4.10) 
a] af' /a 
a] 
- ac(x) - 






Using the connective functions, equation (4.5), and assuming that mixed Se-
cond order partial derivatives commute, I have 






(Xr + 	, t + r, 	
OP(Xr , t; X s )caj 





( r + 	t + r; x3)obsp(Xr, t; X 8 )cai 
OLr 	A(x.; x8)ObS 
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p' (Xr + La, t + si-; x3)0b
,9c(x) () 	 9c(x) 
Of' 	 1 










p"(Xr + a, t + 'i; x3) obsp(Xr, t; X,) cal 
aAO, () 
(4.13) 
Let d1 and d2 denote respectively the denominators in equations (4.10) and 
(4.11) multiplied by A(xr; x8) b: 
	
Of 	 Of Of'/OL' -r  d1 = A(xr;xs )obs0 A(xr;xs)obs3 	
Of /3 
- 
AU  AT 
2 
{fdt fdXrbsPca1] 
= fdt fdXrPobsPcaI 
- fdt fdxr~obsPcal 	
(4.14) 
Of' Of/OLcr af 	
A(xr;xs)obs 
aAT 0fI/0 
d2 = A(xr;xs )obs 
2 
[fdt fdX410bSPcaI 1 
. 	 (4.15) fdt fdX'obsPca1 
- fdt fdXrPI/ob,Pcal 
I excluded the variables of the pressure field functions just for simplicity of pre- 
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fdt JdxrPob3Pcal 	fdt fdXrob Peat 
fdt fdXrbsPca1 	
(4.16) 
Dc(x) ,9c(x) - 	 SD ff ] 
5y 	1 Ifdt i&4obs aPcal fdt fdxrPb aPcal 
fdt fdXrbsPca1
(4.17) o 5c(x) = 
L
ac(X) - 	 SDC(X) fdt fdXrPob,Pcalj 
The derivative of p(xr ,t;xs )ca j with respect to c(x) is: 
Dp(Xr , t; Xs )ca j - —__2__(xr, t; x, 0) 
* (x, t; x8 ), 	(4.18) 
5c(x) - c(x)3 
where the asterisk represents time convolution (for the calculation of this expres-
sion see equations (2.27)-(2.37) in Chapter 2). p(x,t;x 3 ) satisfies equation (4.1) 
and the corresponding Green's function g(x, t; x', t') obeys the wave equation: 
1 32g(x,t;',t') 
P 	Vg(x, t; x', t') I = 8(x - x')6(t - t') (4.19) C(X)2 
	
19t2





g(x, t; x', t') = 0, 	(x, t; x', t') = 0, 	t < t'. 
Using equation 4.18 with the convolutional term expanded, and exchanging 
the integrals I can write 
fdt fdX,P'(X, + A9, t + 	; )o 	




3 p (Xr + Lo, t + 'r; x)0b(x, t; x, 0) * j(x, t; x8 ) = c(x) 
fdt fdx, 	23 P'(Xr + U, t + r; x8)0b fdt'~(X'I t - t'; x, 0)(x, t'; x) = (4.20) c(x) 
fdtffdXr 
—2 
3 (x, t'; x3) fdt~(Xr, t - t'; X, 0)p'(Xr + a, t + 	; Xb3 , 
c(x) 
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and 
fdt fdx,~(x, + U, t + 	









3 P(Xr + U, t + T; x 3 ) 	fdt'~(Xr, t - t'; x, O)(x, t'; x3) 
c(x) 	 = (4.21) 
fdtl fdXr — 
2 
XX' t'; X') fdt~(Xr, t — t'; X, 0)~(Xr + AO, t + AT; X,)obs-C(X)'  
As the Green's function is invariant by time translation, I have 
fdt fdXrP'(Xr + 	
- 
AU, t + 	











3 (x, t'; Xs )g(Xr , 0; X, t') * p'(Xr + o, t' + r; x8)0b5 = 	(4.22) c(x) 
	
—2
Tdt fdXr 	3 (x,t;xs )(x r , —t;x,0) *p(Xr + a,t + T;x8)ObIc(x) 
and, similarly, 
fdt fdX4 (Xr + AOr,t +AT; x8)0&8 	Dc(x) 	- 
fdtfdXr 
—2 
3 j(x, t; x3)g(Xr, t; X, 0) * i(r + Z.o, t + 'r; x8)0b8. 	(4.23 c(x) 
Sustituting these expressions into equations (4.16) and (4.17) I obtain 
5Lcr 	 1 
a(x8) 	)3 I
fdtfdxri(x,t;xs)(x_t;xr0) *SJ 
Dc(x) 	 c(x 
d2 d3 Lal 
- fdt fdX4(X, t; x8 )4(x, —t; Xr, 0) * 	 (424) 





c(x)3 [fdtfdXr (X t; x,) (x, —t; x, 0) * JT 
AO]
— fdt fdxr(x,t;xs)(x,_t;xr,O) 	
d2 d5 
d1 d3 IT 
a]' 	 (4.25) 
with the pseudo-residuals 6cr and 6r defined as 
öcT(xr, t; x8 ) = 	p'(Xr + a, t + AT; X8)ob8U(Xs) 
(4.26) 
6( r, t; x 3 ) = 	 + Ag, t + 	Xs)obs/Y(Xs). 
and 
d3 = fdtfdx,ii'(x,+Au,t+ A7-; Xs)obsP(xr, t; xs)caI 
d4 = fdtfdx,P(Xr+AU,t+ ,AT;X,)obsP(x,,t; x.,)ca1 	 (4.27) 
d5 = fdtfdXrP"(X,+AOI,t+AT;X,)obsP(Xr, t; X,)cal- 
Now 'y and '-y- (see eq. (4.8)) can be written as 
Iya = 
- 	
[fdt fdx,~(x , t; x,)~ (X , t; X,) c(x) 
- fdt fdx,~ (x, t; x,) -~ ( 	
d2d3a1 
(4.28) 
d1 d4 LT] 
IYT = - 	
3 	[fdt fdxr(x,t;xs)R(x,t;xs) c(x)  
- fdt fdx,~ (x, t; x,) ~ ( 	
d1d31 




Mx, t; x8 ) = Xx, —t; Xr, 0) * 6a(x, t; x3) 	
() 
1(x, t; x3) = Xx, —t; Xr, 0) * 6(r, r; 
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and 
Q(x, t; x8) = —g(x, —t; Xr, 0) * 60(Xr , t; x3) 
(4.31) 
R(x, t; Xr) = —g(x, —t; Xr, 0) * 87- (Z r , t; x8). 
On the other hand, the result 
d2 	(di 
-1 	Idt fdX'PobsPca1 	
(4.32) 
1 = 	 = fdt fdX,P'o'b,Pca1 






 -fdt fdx,~ (x, t; x,)J? ( 	
d31 
(4.33) 
d5 z - j 





]. 	 (4.34) 
d4 Au 
Finally, the steepest descent direction of the misfit function S is given by 
7 = 7 + 07, = 
] 1 
	




+fdtfdx,~(x, 1  t;xs)R 	
d3 AG' 
(x,t;xs)I d5 	 1 
where Q(x, t; x8) and R(x,t; x5) represent the back-propagated pressure fields cal-
culated with the pseudo-residuals Jo, and ör acting as sources at the receiver 
locations Xr. I remark on the similarity between the two terms of this expression 
and the analogous equation in the standard wave-equation traveltime inversion 
method, equation (2.47). 
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4.2 Summary 
This analysis describes the procedure for finding a new velocity model using a 
bi-dimensional cross-correlation function in the time and offset domain as a con-
nective function. The proposed method takes into account the moveout between 
traces, whereas the standard traveltime inversion treats adjacent traces as inde-
pendent. I define the new bi-dimensional misfit function as the sum of the squared 
offset and traveltime delays. This function has a minimum when the calculated 
and the observed shot gathers best match each other. I use the steepest descent 
method to update the velocity values in an iterative way. 
The steepest descent direction of the misfit function is calculated using the 
connective function, the Fréchet derivative, and properties of the Green's function. 
The velocity field is then updated by correlating at zero lag the time derivative 
of the current wavefield with the time derivative of the pressure field calculated 
by backward propagation of two pseudo-residuals acting as sources at the receiver 
locations. 
Chapter 5 
Wave-equation traveltime-offset inversion: 
numerical aspects 
In general the structure of the wave-equation inversion codes is similar, however 
there are slight differences in one method with respect to the others. For instance, 
all of them correlate a forward wavefield with a back-propagated wavefield, but 
the sources for the reverse time propagation differ from each other. For the cal-
culation of the pseudo-residuals the full waveform inversion does not require the 
cross-correlation code, the standard traveltime inversion uses the one-dimensional 
cross-correlation function, and the new traveltime-offset inversion needs a bi-
dimensional cross-correlation code. 
On the other hand, the values of the preconditioning and the mute functions 
are not directly related to the inversion method, but to the geometry configuration 
of the data to be inverted. In this chapter, I give a general overview of the 
components that build up the wave-equation methods. Each section defines a 
particular step. 
5.1 The parallel computer code 
As I mentioned before, a standard workstation computer code for full waveform in-
version was provided by the University of Utah Tomography Consortium. I modi-
fied this original program to execute the standard traveltime and the traveltime-
offset inversions. I generated the parallel computer codes, and I implemented 
them in the Cray T3D computer at the Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre 
(EPCC). The parallel versions use the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) (Message 
Passing Interface Forum, 1994). 
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Proc. 1= root C) 
Reads velocities and parameters. 
Builds up the geometry configuration. 
Estimates the density values. It 
Generates the source wavelet. c.r 
Calculates the preconditioning values. 
Broadcasts constants and parameters. 
Broadcasts velocity values. 
I 
Proc. 2 Proc. N-i Proc. N 
Reads the observed shot gather 2 Reads the observed shot gather N. 
Computes Computes the forward wavefield. 
Computes the current shot gather N. CD 
Calculates and applies the mute. 
Calculates the residuals. CD 
Calculates the pseudo-residuals. 0 
the pseudo-residuals Back-propagates the pseudo-residuals. 
Calculates the gradient for this shot Calculates the gradient for this shot. 
I I 









Proc. 1= root 
Gathers the gradient values. 
Gathers the residuals. 
Applies the preconditioning function. 
Applies the step length. 
Updates the velocity values. 
CD 
riD 
Figure 5.1: Scheme describing the parallel code. 
I 	 Proc. 1= root 	I 
Reads the observed shot gather 1. 
Computes the forward wavefield. 
Computes the current shot gather 1. 
Calculates and applies the mute. 
Calculates the residuals. 
Calculates the pseudo-residuals. 
Back-propagates the pseudo-residuals. 
Calculates the gradient for this shot. 
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Figure 5.1 shows the scheme for the parallel code. The processor "root" com-
mands the execution of the inversion, reads the input parameters and the initial 
velocity field, computes the constant values needed for the inversion, and dis-
tributes the required information to all processors. Each individual processor 
forward and backward propagates the corresponding wavefields, and computes 
the contribution of a particular shot gather to the gradient and to the residuals. 
The processor "root" gathers and adds up the calculated gradients. It also sums 
the residuals, and multiplies the total gradient by the step length value and the 
preconditioning function. Finally, it updates the velocity values. 
The execution CPU time varies with the inversion method. To process a 
dataset with 15 shots, 62 traces, 1000 samples in time, and a grid of 129x150 
points, the full waveform inversion takes 340 s of cu time on the Cray T31) for 
each iteration, and the standard traveltime inversion needs approximately 400 s. 
Meanwhile, the traveltime-offset inversion requires 770 s. The computer code for 
the last inversion has not been optimised yet. It is not optimum for two reasons: 
first, the cross-correlograms are calculated using a discrete form of equation (4.2) 
instead of using the Fourier Transform, and secondly each individual processor is 
in charge of back-propagating two different pseudo-residuals (6a and 8T). I expect 
a lower execution time after optimising the computer code. 
5.2 The forward and backward propagations 
A staggered grid finite-difference scheme (Luo and Schuster, 1991; Savic, 1995) is 
used for the forward modelling and for the reverse-time propagation. In order to 
implement this scheme, Luo and Schuster use the Newton's second law of motion 
and the Hooke's law to rewrite the wave equation 
1 32p(xr ,t;xs ) 1 
at2 	
- p(x)V. 1P(X)  VP( r , t; x 3) = s(t; x8), 	(5.1) 
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as 
Dp(Xr, t; x8) 
= c(x)2p(x)V. [W (x" t; x 3)] + c(x)2 fdt s(t; x 8 ), 
at 
aw(xr,t;x s) 	1 	 (5.2) - 
at 	- 	
VAX" t;xs), 






p(x)V. (Xr, t; x)] = 	(Xr, t; x 3), 	(5.3) 
can be written as 
t; x8) 
= c(x)2p(x)V. [(Xr, t; x5)] + ()26(Xr, t; x 5), 
at 	
(5.4) a,(xr,t;xs) - 1 
at 
Here w and u are the particle velocity vectors. 
The initial conditions are given by 
p(Xr , 0; x3) = 0; w(x, 0; x8) = 0, (5.5) 
T; x8 ) = 0; Ü(Xr , T + 1/2t; x3) = 0, (5.6) 
where T and At are the total recording length and the time-step, respectively. 
I use these equations to implement the standard traveltime inversion, applying 
the same procedure for the back-propagation of the two pseudo-residuals in the 
traveltime-offset inversion. The derivatives are replaced by operators of second 
order in time and fourth order in space. The stability condition for this finite-
difference operator is 
Cmax/t < 0.6Lx. 	 (5.7) 
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with Ax the grid size. Also 5 grid points are considered for the shortest wave-
length: 
5x < Cmjn/ Umax. 	 (5.8) 
The computer code considers free surface and absorbing boundary conditions. 
In my numerical examples, I use four absorbing boundaries (Savic, 1995; Zhou, 
1995; Zhou et al., 1995) to minimise unwanted reflections at the edges of the 
model. 
5.3 The cross-correlation programs 
The conventional traveltime inversion has as the connective function the one-
dimensional cross-correlation function described in the time domain by equation 
(2.18). The computing program uses the cross-correlation theorem, equation 
(2.49), to accelerate the calculation of the traveltime delays. The Fast Fourier 
Transform subroutine (rift) is used, and the traces are correlated independently. 
There are as many shifts in time as traces in the shot gather. 
The moveout between traces is maintained during the traveltime-offset inver-
sion. The bi-dimensional cross-correlation function, equation (4.2), moves the 
complete observed shot gather over the calculated one, giving only one shift in 
time as well as one shift in offset for each shot gather. Even though the bi-
dimensional Fourier transform can be used, the current computer code executes 
this process using the discrete form (Gonzalez and Wintz, 1977; Marion, 1991) 
given by 
1 nx-1 nt—i 
f(a)  r; x3) = 	E E p(x + a, t + r; X 3) obsp(X, t; Xs)caj, 	(5.9) 
xzO t=O 
with 
—(nx-1) <a< (nx-1), — (nt — i) << (nt—i). 	(5.10) 
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Here nx and nt are the number of traces in the shot gather and the number of 
samples in time, respectively. The weighting factor h is computed by counting the 
number of samples in offset and time that contribute to a particular calculation. 
In practice the shifts and delays must be small compared with the offset and time 
windows. 
The user can define a cross-correlation window that restricts the program to 
compute values within the offset and time delays enclosed in that window, i.e., 
the observed shot gather is shifted over the calculated shot gather up to +/Omax 
in offset and up to +/rmax in time. This helps to avoid secondary maxima by 
controlling the relative movement between the shot gathers, and also helps to 
reduce the CPU time of the calculations. Figure 5.2 shows the cross-correlograms 
where two different windows are used for the calculations. 
5.4 The mute functions 
Rowbotham and Goulty (1993) suggest three different methods for removing the 
first arrivals: muting, estimation and subtraction, and f-k filtering. I consider 
only the first method. The function implemented by the University of Utah To-
mography Consortium to carry out the mute of the direct arrivals in their faulted 
synthetic model, is given by 
I0 
M, (it) = 1 [i + tanh[tm_ it)1] 2 
1  
if it < tmax - 40, 
if t,,a,; - 40 < t < Zt 	+ 807 
if it> t,,,,,x +80, 	
(5.11) 
with itm,,x the time sample where the trace has the maximum amplitude, i.e., the 
peak of the direct arrival. 
I modified this function in order to consider datasets with surface reflection 
geometries, 
___ 	
- cmut] I M, (it) = [i + tanh[(t - 
mutt) 1 
amut j , 
	 (5.12) 
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Figure 5.2: Top: shot gathers. Bottom: cross-correlograms using two different 
windows (10max = 15, AT,,,,, = 300, and '°max = 5, AT,,,, = 100, respectively). 
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Figure 5.3: Hyperbolic mute function. 
with 
mutt = Ztmax + nts, 
	 (5.13) 
cmut = tanh ( nf  - 




(tanh 1(2 * 0.98 - 1) - cmut)' 
nts = (Upeakt) 1 
	
(5.16) 
The variable amut defines the slope of the hyperbolic function by assigning 98% 
of the original amplitude to the sample in the time position itma., + 2nts. cmut 
uses the attenuation factor mf a to modify the amplitude of the trace at the time 
it = mutt. For instance, if nf a = 100 the amplitude of the muted trace at 
it = tmax + nts is 0.01 times the original amplitude. Figure 5.3 displays the 
shape of this mute function. 
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5.5 The preconditioning function 
As mentioned by Gauthier et al. (1986), Mora (1988), and Luo and Schuster 
(1991), a preconditioning function is required to compensate for the irregular 
distribution of the energy in the gradient, and to accelerate the convergence. I 
use a preconditioning function that corrects for the geometrical expansion of the 
energy (Luo and Schuster, 1991), thus speeding up the convergence. It is given 
by 
(x) = 11X - 	1I2X - X'11", 	 (5.17) 
As the position of the sources and the receivers depends upon the geometry 
configuration of the dataset, this preconditioning function varies for the same 
point x. Less energy reaches the top and the bottom of the model when using 
crosswell data, while the energy has a maximum value at the top of the model 
when sources and receivers are positioned on the surface. Figure 5.4 shows the 
maps of the function for the crosshole and the surface reflection configurations, 
respectively. 
5.6 The smoothing functions 
Two different smoothing functions are available in the traveltime-offset computer 
code. The first one corresponds to a bi- dimensionalGaussian filter in the (kr , k) 
domain. Applying the convolutional theorem (Bracewell, 1986; Brook and Wynne, 
1988), the current velocity model is Fourier transformed to the mentioned domain, 
multiplied by the Gaussian function in that domain, and inverse Fourier trans-
formed back to the (x, z) domain. 
The second smoothing function (a-trimmed means) was proposed by Gersz-
tenkorn and Scales in 1988. It is defined by 
1 N-j 
2 	
' 	 (5.18) 
- J i=j+1 
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Figure 5.4: Preconditioning function. a) For crosshole datasets. b) For surface 
reflection geometries. 
where 
a8N 	N odd, 
j = 	 (5.19) 
- 1) N even, 
with 0 	0.5. 
In this equation Y is an array of velocity values in N nodes (9 in this computer 
code) arranged in ascending or descending order, and a3 is the "adjuster". When 
a3 varies from c = 0 and a3 = 0.5, Y oscillates between the mean and the 
median values, respectively. The median filter helps to keep the borders and the 
lateral structures, while the mean filter smooths the data in the RMS sense. 
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5.7 Summary 
I present a general overview of different steps that are involved in the wave-
equation inversion methods. The forward and reverse time propagation is carried 
out using a finite-difference scheme of second order in time and fourth order in 
space. The cross-correlation theorem is used to determine the traveltime delays 
in the standard traveltime inversion. In the new inversion method, the traveltime 
and the offset delays are computed using a discrete form of the bi-dimensional 
cross-correlation function. 
A hyperbolic tangent function is used to mute out the direct arrivals. The 
preconditioning function speeds up the convergence of the inversions by correcting 
the irregular distribution of the seismic energy. Two different smoothing functions 
have been set up to remove the unwanted high frequency features present in the 
current velocity model. Finally, the parallel codes of the inversions, which use 
the MPI technique, are implemented on a Cray T31) computer at the Edinburgh 
Parallel Computing Centre. 
Chapter 6 
Travelt ime- offset inversion: Examples and 
discussion 
The inversion of seismic datasets is not a straightforward problem. The pro-
cedure involves many different parameters whose values can considerably affect 
the results. Some authors have described, for instance, the behaviour of the full 
waveform inversion when the ultra long wavelength features of the velocity model 
are not present in the initial model. Others show the influence of density varia-
tions as well as the addition of noise to the datasets. They report that inverting 
real datasets introduces further complications as it requires the estimation of the 
source wavelet. 
It is not only physical parameters which control the inversion; the numeri-
cal simulation also requires extra parameters to achieve the desired convergence. 
Among them, the step length and the preconditioning factors play an important 
role. I deal with all of them when inverting different synthetic datasets using 
the proposed traveltime-offset inversion method. Even though the offset inversion 
allows a more stable convergence by taking into account the moveout, the difficul-
ties of the inversion are increased by the fact that I use, in most of the examples, 
traveltime information from reflection events. 
6.1 Inversion of a crosshole dataset 
I consider again the crosshole dataset used by Luo and Schuster in 1991, and 
Zhou et al. in 1995 (see Figure 6.1). The geometry and parameters for the 
inversion are fully described in Chapter 2 with the exception that 18 shots instead 
of 15 are placed in the left hand side of the model. The complete seismograms 
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are used for the two-step inversion, i.e. the mute is not applied. The / value that 
keeps the dimensions consistent is set up to 1.0 m2/82. The traveltirne and offset 
delays are calculated using the bi-dimensional cross-correlation function. 
In the first step, three iterations are executed using the traveltime-offset in-
version method, and the low frequency content of the actual velocity model is 
recovered (Figure 6.1b). This output becomes the starting model for the full 
waveform inversion, the second step, that incorporates the high frequency fea-
tures in the result. After 7 iterations the final reconstruction, shown in Figure 
6.1c, is comparable to the result from the standard traveltirne + full waveform 
inversion displayed in Figure 2.5. Only 3 iterations are performed to get a low 
frequency image using the new method, while 10 iterations are needed for the 
standard inversion. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the offset and time delays for each 
shot. Although the residuals are not null (see white squares in the figures) the 
convergence is stable. 
Due to the fact that the hybrid method, traveltirne-offset and full waveform 
inversion, succeeds in the reconstruction of a moderately complex fault model, I 
do not consider additional examples with a crosshole configuration. Instead of 
that I dedicate more effort to the traveltime and offset inversion of datasets with 
surface reflection geometry. 
6.2 The point-diffractor 
First a simple model is considered, which consists of a point diffractor embedded 
in a constant velocity medium of 2000 m/s. A set of 15 shots and 31 receivers is 
evenly spread on the top of the model to simulate the surface reflection geometry. 
Even though I display only 77 nodes in depth in the figures, a grid of 62x141 
points (1.5 m apart) is used to digitise the velocity model. The source function 
is a Ricker wavelet which has 120 Hz as a peak frequency. The first arrivals are 
muted out before the cross-correlation. 
For this example the minimum velocity permitted in the inversion is 2000 m/s, 
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and for the starting model I changed the position of the original diffractor. The 
results are shown in Figure 6.4 for 1, 10 and 20 iterations. The point-diffractor 
is located at the right depth, and the convergence is stable. The delays in time 
and offset are zero for the velocity model emerging after the 20th iteration. The 
standard traveltime inversion gets a similar result but with prominent artifacts 
and unstable convergence, see Figure 2.16. 
A second model with a point-diffractor is introduced to evaluate the lateral 
resolution of the traveltime-offset inversion in relation to depth. The new point-
diffractor is located 12 m above the previous one, and a Ricker wavelet with 
180 Hz as a peak frequency is used. Now, I place the diffractor in the starting 
velocity model beside the original point-diffractor, 12 m apart to the right. Figure 
6.5 depicts the results for both original models. It is difficult to conclude that 
the shallower diffractor (Figure 6.5b) is less extended laterally than the deeper 
diffractor just by looking at them, but the artifacts above and below them seem 
to indicate that the lateral resolution decreases with depth. In contrast, there 
is a remarkable difference between the lateral resolution of the traveltime-offset 
inversion and the full waveform inversion. Figure 6.6 displays the results using 
a shallower point-diffractor as a starting model in both inversions. The vertical 
edges are well defined after full waveform inversion. 
Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show the inversion of the point-diffractor with an array 
of 62 and 31 geophones, respectively. In the first array there is one receiver per 
node, while in the second one there is one receiver in every other node. There 
are not important differences between these particular cases. However, a change 
in the peak frequency from 120 Hz to 180 Hz, figures 6.7b and 6.7c, improves the 
resolution of the point-diffractor in depth. The resolution is approximately 
with ) the wavelength of the peak frequency. 
6.3 Two point-diffractors 
In surface reflection geometries, usually there is more than one reflected or diffracted 
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Figure 6.5: Evaluation of the lateral resolution. Traveltirne-offset inversions with 
the original point-diffractor located at: a) 54 m depth, b) 42 m depth. 
Figure 6.6: Lateral resolution of the wave-equation inversions, a) Traveltime-offset 
inversion. b) Full waveform inversion. 
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amplitudes. Inversions having the cross-correlation function as the connective 
function give velocity and depth values that depend greatly on the traveltime of 
this particular event. Later I will show how the inversion handles the additional 
information contained in the common shot gathers in complex models. 
In the case of two point-diffractors sharing the same background velocity, the 
standard traveltime and the traveltime-offset inversions manage to locate the sec-
ond point-diffractor in the right position although the first diffractor is dominant 
(see Figure 6.8). The back-propagated wavefield carries the information about 
the second diffractor and, as the background velocity is correct, it is placed in the 
right depth. 
In the standard traveltime inversion the result is unstable, there are unex-
pected spikes in the time residuals and artifacts are present all around the velocity 
model. The traveltime-offset inversion succeeds after 24 iterations. The offset and 
time residuals decrease to zero as shown in Figure 6.9. The calculated shot gathers 
(Figure 6.10) show a better match to the observed shot gathers than the resulting 
shot gathers from the standard traveltime inversion, especially the shots by the 
sides of the model. The number of iterations in the traveltime-offset inversion can 
be reduced by increasing the step length to a bigger value in the first iteration. 
In Chapter 2, Figure 2.18, I compare the results of the standard traveltime 
method when inverting the two point-diffractor velocity model with two different 
model depths. Figure 6.11 depicts the outputs from the traveltime-offset inversion. 
Figure 6.11a corresponds to a maximum depth of 210 m (141 nodes), whereas 
Figure 6.1lb has a maximum depth of 90.5 m (62 nodes). It can be seen here that 
the lower absorbing boundary does not have an important influence in the results, 
and in both cases the convergence is stable. These results are a considerable 
improvement over the ones obtained using the standard traveltime inversion. 
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a) 	 b) 
C) 	 d) 
Figure 6.8: Inversion of the two point-diffractor model. a) Original model. b) 
Initial guess. c) Standard traveltime inversion. d) Traveltime-offset inversion. 
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Figure 6.9: Residuals from the traveltime-offset inversion. 
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a) 	 b) 
Figure 6.11: Traveltirne-offset inversion of the same model, but placing the lower 
boundary at different depth: a) 210 m, b) 90.5 m. 
6.4 Two point-diffractors shifted laterally 
Rather than keeping the point-diffractors parallel in depth, I now displace the 
second one 12 m to the right. The parameters for the inversion are the same as 
in the preceding examples. The starting velocity model is a single point-diffractor 
located 12 m apart from the first diffractor, and 12 m above the second one in a 
medium with 2000 m/s as a background velocity. 
Determining the value of the step length is not an easy matter. There are 
analytical estimations of it, but this does not guarantee the solution moves in the 
right direction. I use the simplest way to choose the ck value (Tarantola, 1984): 
when the residual at iteration k + 1 is bigger than the residual at iteration k, 
I halve the step length value. But there is an offset residual and a traveltime 
residual varying independently in the traveltime-offset inversion. Usually I check 
that at least one of them fulfils the condition. 
In some examples, different sets of c values can lead towards the right solution. 
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a) 	 b) 
Figure 6.12: Traveltime-offset inversion using two different sets of a values 
This depends on the stability of the inversion method, and on how far the current 
velocity model is from the real model. Figure 6.12 shows the traveltime-offset 
inversion using two different sets of a values. Both point-diffractors are correctly 
placed, and the final traveltime and offset residuals are zero in both cases; see 
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 for the residuals. If the convergence of the inversion method 
is stable, the solution oscillates around the minimum when an inappropriate step 
length value is used. 
I now consider two additional starting models, model "a" and model "b". 
They are represented in Figure 6.15 by the dotted lines. The outputs from the 
traveltime-offset inversion indicate that the algorithm converged to a local mini-
mum in both cases, see Figure 6.16. The position of the diffractors and the velocity 
above them have been adjusted to compensate for the offset and traveltime delays. 
The residuals are zero after 22 and 15 iterations, respectively, but the increment 
in the background velocity values misplaces the point-diffractors. 
A way to avoid getting stuck in a local minimum has been described by several 
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Figure 6.13: Residuals for the first set of a values. 
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Figure 6.14: Residuals for the second set of a values. 
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Figure 6.15: Starting models for the inversion of two diffractors laterally shifted. 
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a) 	 b) 
Figure 6.16: The inversion of the shifted diffradors. a) Using model "a" as starting 
model. b) Using model "b" as starting model. 
authors. I can mention among them: Kolb et al. (1986), Kolb and Canadas 
(1986), Mora (1987a), Pica et al. (1990), Sun and McMechan (1992), Xu et al. 
(1995), and Liao and McMechan (1996). They argue that convergence to a global 
minimum can be achieved when the initial model produces calculated shot gathers 
that differ from the observed shot gathers in less than a half-period. So they low-
pass filter the seismic data at the first iteration, and move up the high-cut corner 
of the filter as the number of iterations increases. Each frequency band satisfies 
the half-wavelength criterion. 
I apply the above procedure to the previous example, starting with the initial 
model "b". Figure 6.17 displays the resulting velocity models as the frequency 
band increases. After 10 iterations using the first frequency band the dominant 
diffractor is placed in the right position. Figures 6.18a and 6.18b show the observed 
and the calculated shot gathers and their respective frequency spectra. There is 
a very good match between the original and the computed shot gathers, but the 
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a) 	 b) 
Figure 6.17: Inversion using the frequency windowing technique. a) Original 
model. b) Inversion after applying the first band-pass filter: high-cut corner at 
80 Hz. c) Inversion using b) as starting model and the high-cut corner at 180 Hz. 
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Figure 6.18: Traces and spectra from the previous example. a) Original and initial 
traces after applying the first filter. b), c), and d) show the results of the inversion 
after relaxing the frequency filter. 
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step length value decreases rapidly from 1.0 to 0.01 in 8 iterations. This fact does 
not allow the gradient to considerably increase the velocity of the reconstructed 
point-diffractor. For the same reason the initial point-diffractor is not removed. 
The successive frequency bands do not significantly alter the previous result. 
6.5 Inversion of two parallel lines of point- diffract ors 
The model in Figure 6.19a simulates two lines of point-diffractors embedded in a 
constant velocity medium of 2000 m/s. The distance between the lines is 12 m, 
and the depth of the model is 91.5 rn. Again the commencing velocity model is 
a single point-diffractor with the same background velocity as the original model 
(Figure 6.19b). The minimum velocity permitted is constrained to 2000 m/s. 
Figure 6.19c depicts the traveltime-offset inversion after 16 iterations. The long 
wavelength parts of the actual model, related to the traveltime information, are 
recovered. 
The resolution of each interface improves after applying 10 iterations of full 
waveform inversion, that account for the high frequency content of the model 
(6.19d). For this step, I used as the initial velocity model the velocity field shown 
in Figure 6.19c. The resulting traces for two different shot gathers are displayed 
in Figure 6.20. It is observed that the calculated shot gathers correlate well with 
the original ones. The offset and the traveltime residuals are shown in Figure 6.21, 
both residuals are zero when the velocity field from the 16th iteration is used to 
propagate the wavefields. 
6.6 A single layer with a fault 
The next example illustrates the behaviour of the traveltime-offset inversion acting 
over a faulted layer. The original velocity field is described in Figure 6.22a. The 
background velocity is 2000 m/s and the velocity of the layer is 2300 m/s. The 
thickness of the layer is 45 m in the left hand side of the model and 97.5 m in 
the right hand side. 900 samples in time are recorded, and 31 receivers and 15 
shots are spread along the surface. The source function continues to be a Ricker 
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Figure 6.19: Inversion of two lines of diffractors. a) Original model. b) Start-
ing model. c) Traveltime-offset inversion after 16 iterations. d) Full waveform 
inversion after 10 iterations using c) as the initial velocity model. 
Figure 6.20: Traces from the previous example. a) Observed shot gather. b) Initial shot gather. c) Calculated shot gather after 
16 iterations using traveltime-offset inversion. d) Calculated shot gather using full waveform inversion after traveltime-offset 
inversion. 
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Figure 6.21: Residuals from the traveltime-offset inversion. 
wavelet with 120 Hz as a peak frequency. 
For the next inversions the window for the cross-correlation function has been 
limited in the space domain to 10 traces, i.e., the relative movement between the 
observed and the calculated shot gathers does not exceed 10 traces. Opposite 
to the full waveform inversion, the traveltime methods based on cross-correlation 
functions and applied to surface reflection datasets do not permit the use of con-
stant velocity models as starting models. The cross-correlation of reflected or 
diffracted events is necessary to calculate the delays after muting out the direct 
arrivals. Therefore, I need a starting velocity model different from a constant 
background velocity. I use a point-diffractor because it is easy to remove it from 
the initial model. 
Two different constraints on the minimum and maximum velocity give different 
responses as shown in figures 6.22b and 6.22c. In the first case the velocities are 
limited to the interval [2000 m/s, 3000 m/s]. After 12 iterations the output shows 
the presence of the interfaces, but all of them are in the wrong place and there 
are no appreciable differences with respect to the model after one iteration. In 
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the second case, the maximum velocity limit is moved down to 2300 m/s. After 
19 iterations the first interface is at the right place. The upper left-hand side 
interface is close to the correct position, but the deeper reflector is misplaced 
since the velocity above it did not change. The artifact in the upper layer seems 
to be generated by the corner of the fault. 
Now that the shallower reflector has been adjusted, I try to relocate the deeper 
one. To do that I changed the cross-correlation window just to allow the latest 
event in the shot gathers to dominate the inversion. Only the last 250 samples in 
time contribute to the cross-correlation. Using Figure 6.22c as an initial model, 
the result after 5 additional iterations is displayed in Figure 6.22d. The velocity 
values start changing very slowly, but the velocity in the upper layer changes as 
well. 
In order to avoid this happening, the velocity values above the node 78 in depth 
are kept fixed and equal to the velocities in the starting model (Figure 6.22c). The 
result, shown in Figure 6.22e, seems to indicate that the inversion is generating 
the right answer, but the convergence is very slow. Another parameter that can 
be changed before starting iterating is the maximum offset delay. Figure 6.22f 
depicts the traveltime-offset inversion after 15 iterations when this value is set up 
to 5. This result is comparable to the inversion using °max = 10, represented in 
Figure 6.22c. 
The traveltime-offset inversion for the same model is redone using the fre-
quency windowing technique to recover the lower wavenumber features first. A 
high-cut filter at 80 Hz is applied. The result, after 12 iterations, shows an in-
crement in the velocity values in the layer (Figure 6.23b). However, when the 
high-cut point is relaxed (150 Hz) the inversion goes in the opposite direction. 
After 7 iterations the deeper interface goes up, and the velocity is reduced to 
adjust the traveltime. Figures 6.23c, 6.23d, and 6.23e display the results after 
applying high-cut filters of 60 Hz, 80 Hz, and 120 Hz progressively as iterations 
increase. The response of the inversion when the first band has a lower high-cut 
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corner is similar to the previous result. 
Another attempt to recover the velocity of the faulted layer consists of alter-
nating the standard traveltime inversion (one-dimensional cross-correlation) and 
the traveltime-offset inversion (bi-dimensional cross-correlation). The first inver-
sion on its own is displayed in Figure 6.24b after 15 iterations; the second one is 
shown in Figure 6.24c after 19 iterations, and the combination of both is shown in 
Figure 6.24d. For the last inversion a total of 10 iterations is performed and the 
result is comparable to Figure 6.22d. It can be seen, in figures 6.24b and 6.24c, 
that the output from the standard traveltime inversion differs markedly from the 
result using the traveltime-offset inversion. The first method gets stuck in the 
point-diffractor and creates artifacts around it. The second one is more stable 
and, at least, detects the presence of the interfaces. 
The next example is the same structure, but thinner: 30 m depth on the 
left hand side and 54 m depth on the opposite side (see Figure 6.25a). Figures 
6.25b and 6.25c illustrate the traveltime-offset inversion at iterations 12 and 27, 
respectively. After 12 iterations, the velocity values above the node 78 are fixed. 
The definition of the structure improves, but the inversion seems to be affected by 
the poor illumination near the borders. Further iterations using the full waveform 
inversion smooth the output, see Figure 6.25d. 
The traveltime-offset inversion using the windowing filters is displayed in Figu-
re 6.26. This time, the velocity above the node 78 can vary. The lower frequency 
inversions introduce some artifacts in the upper layer, that can be related to an 
imperfect mute of the first arrivals. As the velocity in the upper layer is higher 
than the original background velocity, the last interface is placed deeper than the 
real one. A high frequency pattern, parallel to the interfaces, is observed in this 
figure. Again, the full waveform inversion smooths the output (Figure 6.26f). 
Even though the interfaces are located at the correct depth and well defined, the 
velocity of the faulted layer is balanced with higher velocities in the upper layer. 
The next step is to extend the model laterally to see if a better image of the 
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a) 	 b) 
C) 	 d) 
Figure 6.24: Alternating the standard traveltime inversion and the travel-
time-offset inversion, a) Original model. b) Standard traveltime inversion after 
15 iterations. c) Traveltime-offset inversion after 19 iterations. d) The alternated 
inversion after 10 iterations. 
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Figure 6.25: Inversion of a thin layer. a) Original velocity model. b) Inversion 
after 12 iterations. c) Inversion using b) as initial model but keeping the velocity 
fixed above the node 78 (15 iterations). d) Full waveform inversion using c) as 
initial guess. 
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a) 	 b) 	 c) 
Figure 6.27: Inversion of an extended thin layer using two different Ricker 
wavelets. a) Original velocity model. b) Peak frequency: 120 Hz, and c) Peak 
frequency: 60 Hz. 
structure is obtained. To do that, 31 nodes are added to both lateral boundaries 
in the previous example but, due to computational reasons, only 94 nodes in depth 
are considered. The 15 shots and 31 receivers are located at the same coordinates 
as before. The new area is covered with 31 additional receivers, regularly spread 
on the surface. Figure 6.27b shows that the traveltirne-offset inversion fails to 
position the reflectors after 18 iterations. The result improves slightly if the peak 
frequency of the Ricker wavelet is changed from 120 Hz to 60 Hz (Figure 6.27c). 
Applying the same sequence of filters used in Figure 6.26 enhances the images 
when using the Ricker wavelet with peak frequency of 120 Hz. Figure 6.28 depicts 
the results. The faulted reflector is placed correctly, but there are still some 
artifacts in the upper layer. Since the velocity of the central layer is not well 
recovered the last interface is deeper than the original interface. 
The sequence in Figure 6.29 describes the traveltime-offset inversion of the 
previous extended model starting with the velocity field shown in Figure 6.29b. 
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This initial velocity model represents the interval velocities converted from a set of 
stacking velocities. The stacking velocities were picked and converted using "Pro-
MAX". Again, the result after 8 iterations shows the inversion succeeds in locating 
the interfaces, but fails to recover the velocity of the central layer. Smoothing the 
output at each iteration, by filtering it in the wavenumber domain, does not 
markedly improve the result. Figures 6.29d, 6.29e, and 6.29f show, respectively, 
the inversion using the mentioned bi-dimensional filter after 8 iterations, the same 
velocity field after smoothing, and the Gaussian filter in the (kr, k) domain. 
The inversion of a structure having characteristic wavelengths comparable to 
one wavelength and half wavelength of the peak frequency in the source is shown 
in figure 6.30. The depths of the model are 9 m and 18 m in the left and right hand 
side, respectively. The peak frequency of the Ricker wavelet is 120 Hz (wavelength 
= 16.7 m). For the inversion in Figure 6.31b the maximum offset delay permitted 
is 3 traces, while for Figure 6.30b it is 6 traces. 
The result using z.0max = 3 shows a clearer image of the structure than the 
result from °max = 6. The inversion using 6 traces as the maximum offset delay 
diverges. However, if the band-pass filter procedure is used, the inversion is more 
stable and the interfaces are defined, see figures 6.30c, 6.30d, and 6.30e. Applying 
full waveform inversion after traveltime-offset inversion improves the image, but 
still the velocity field is not well recovered. An a - trimmed smoothing operator 
(Gersztenkorn and Scales, 1988) has been applied to the inversions shown in Figure 
6.30. 
It can be observed that there is a connection between the results from the 
inversions and the frequency content of the wavelet. The traveltime-offset and 
full waveform inversions are unable to reconstruct features with characteristic 
lengths of the order of half the wavelet length in a few iterations. Figure 6.32 
depicts the full waveform inversion using 60 Hz as a peak frequency. The part 
of the structure having a 9 m thickness (approximately A/4) is well defined, but 
the thicker part is not. 
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a) 	 b) 
C) 	 d) 
Figure 6.31: Inversion of a thin layer with /amax = 3. a) Original model. b) 
Traveltime-offset inversion. c) Filter: 2-5-6-65. d) Full frequency content. 
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a) 	 b) 
C) 	 d) 
Figure 6.32: Full waveform inversion of the thin layer. a) Original model. b) 
Inversion after applying a high-cut filter at 60 Hz (4 iterations). c) Inversion 
using b) as initial guess and with the full frequency content (4 iterations). d) Full 
waveform inversion without filtering (14 iterations). 
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The convergence for the thicker part of the model is very slow, and a large 
number of additional iterations are needed to reconstruct it. Changing the pre-
conditioning factor and calculating precisely the value of the step length may 
accelerate the convergence. I emphasise here that the traveltime-offset inversion 
recovers the very low frequency content of the velocity models by positioning 
correctly the dominant reflector using the traveltime information. Additionally, 
the proposed method maintains the original moveout between traces during back-
propagation, that helps to define the shape of the interfaces. 
6.7 A scheme for full waveform and traveltime-offset 
inversion 
I mentioned in Chapter 3 that the full waveform and the traveltime-offset in-
versions differ, mainly, in the misfit functions and in the residuals to be back-
propagated. Here I show, schematically, how these residuals are built up and 
their relation to the output. The wavelets are hypothetical and let's suppose that 
each positive peak corresponds to an event. These Ricker wavelets have been gene-
rated using "Maple" (mathematical calculation package), and the peak frequency 
is 120 Hz. 
I now assume that one shot with one trace is recorded, see Figure 6.33a, and 
that the real velocity model is a point diffractor in a constant velocity medium. 
If the initial velocity model is similar to the original but with the point-diffractor 
in a different position, the functions to be back-propagated in each inversion are 
shown in figures 6.33c and 6.33d. As can be seen in figure 6.33c, 6p has 3 positive 
and 3 negative peaks, so the full waveform gradient will have 3 positive and 3 
negative bands which alternate as shown in Figure 6.34c. The main negative 
peak removes the initial diffractor, and the main positive peak creates the missing 
diffractor. 
Each event in a trace generates one of these alternating bands and they are 
superimposed on the gradient. This fact explains the patterns I observed in seve- 
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a) 	 b) 
C) 	 d) 
Figure 6.34: Inversion of a point-diffractor. a) Original model. b) Starting model. 
c) Full waveform inversion (1 iteration). d) Traveltime-offset inversion (1 itera-
tion). 
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ral examples, including those in Chapter 3. The width and regularity of the 
pattern depend on the type of wavelet and on its frequency spectrum. There is a 
pattern in the case of traveltime-offset inversion as well, but it is slightly different. 
Figure 6.33d shows that the residual to be back-propagated has two positive and 
two negative peaks. The pattern in the gradient is positive, negative, positive, 
and negative again (see Figure 6.34d). The main negative peak removes half of 
the initial diffractor, while the main positive peak generates part of the missing 
diffractor. It seems as though, as iterations proceed, the inversion moves the point 
diffractor down until the delays are zero. 
Figures 6.35a and 6.35b sketch the traveltime-offset and the full waveform in-
versions when there are two diffractors in the original model as well as in the 
starting model. If the shallow diffractor dominates the bi-dimensional cross-
correlation function, the inversion moves the upper diffractor down in the cur-
rent velocity model and adds a second diffractor a meters deeper. As the back-
ground velocity is correct, the distance a in the current velocity model is correct 
as well. The second diffractor in the starting model remains unaltered, because 
the residual to be back-propagated does not carry information about it. The same 
procedure applies when the deeper diffractor in the starting model dominates the 
cross-correlogram (Figure 6.35b). On the other hand, the full waveform inversion 
removes the initial diffractors, and locates the missing diffractors in the right place 
(if the background velocity is correct). 
Figure 6.35c illustrates the case when the perturbation in the medium is a con-
tinuous layer of thickness a and constant velocity V2. In both inversion methods, 
the real shot gathers carry information about two reflection events separated in 
time. Then, the traveltime-offset inversion moves the dominant reflector down in 
the starting model and adds a second reflector b meters apart, where b is related 
to the background velocity V1 and not to V2. The lengths d and e depend on 
the frequency spectrum of the wavelet and play an important role when trying to 
















Figure 6.35: Scheme for the inversion of two point-diffractor, and for the inversion of a single layer. a) The upper diffractor 
dominates the cross- correlogram. b) The deeper diffractor dominates the cross-correlogram. c) Inversion of the single layer. 
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results. The behaviour of the full waveform inversion is similar, with the exception 
that the shallower interface is in the right place from the first iteration because 
the background velocity is correct. 
6.8 The Dallas model 
As suggested before, the success of the full waveform and the traveltime-offset 
inversions depends strongly on the frequency spectrum of the wavelet and on 
the characteristic length of the perturbations present in the model. Therefore, 
a well defined synthetic model is crucial to succeed. Xu et al. (1995) reported 
a successful full waveform inversion of a 3D synthetic dataset. Here, I try to 
simulate their experiment using only a 2D image of their multilayered monocline. 
This is what I call the "Dallas model". Not all parameters have been described in 
the paper, for instance density values or preconditioning functions. If a parameter 
is not given, I use the one defined in my previous example. 
An array of 62 receivers and 15 shots has been evenly extended along the 
surface. The grid consists of 129x150 points, with 10 m spatial sampling interval. 
The sample interval in time is 0.001 s and 1000 time steps are calculated for each 
trace. Gardner's formula (Gardner et al., 1974; Zhou, 1995; Zhou et al., 1995) is 
used to estimate the density values. The source function is the first derivative of a 
Gaussian function with 17 Hz as a peak frequency. The minimum and maximum 
- 	--velocity arerestrictdto2500 n2/5 and 3500 m/s, respectively. The, direct arrivals - 
are muted out. 
The original velocity model is described in Figure 6.36a. Once more, I started 
the inversion using a point-diffrctor model, represented in Figure 6.36b. Figures 
6.37a and 6.37b show the reconstructed image after 8 iterations of traveltime-offset 
and full waveform inversions, respectively. For this example, the full waveform 
method provides an accurate blocky result. Meanwhile, the traveltime-offset in-
version resolves the interfaces but the intrabed velocities are not well recovered. 
Mora (1987a, 1987b) suggested the use of a "blockiness" preconditioning as a tech-
nique to enhance the low wavenumbers. The application of this preconditioning 
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a) 	 b) 
Figure 6.36: The Dallas model. a) The original synthetic velocity model. b) The 
starting velocity model. 
a) 	 b) 
Figure 6.37: Dallas model inversions after 8 iterations. a) Traveltime-offset inver-
sion. b) Full waveform inversion. 
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function may help the traveltime-offset inversion to recover the blocky aspect of 
the structures in the velocity model. 
The output shot gathers for shot number 8 are depicted in Figure 6.38 together 
with a bandpass filtered version of them. It can be seen in this picture that the 
lowest frequencies are not present in the output shot gather from the traveltime-
offset inversion. If the inversion methods differ, mainly in the residuals to be 
back-propagated, the origin of the differences should be in the back-propagated 
wavefields. Figure 6.39 depicts the fact that the traveltime residual Sr has a 
different frequency content from the actual shot gather. 
It is important to note that the size of the diffractor I proposed as a starting 
model is 3 times smaller than the minimum wavelength in the source (62.5 m), so 
the wavelet hardly interacts with it. The traveltime and offset delays come from 
the cross-correlation between the remaining mute slopes. I tried different initial 
models and I obtained similar results to the one I have already shown here. As the 
complexity of the starting model increases, the difficulties of removing it increase 
as well, and a large number of extra iterations is needed. The full waveform 
inversion is also affected by the initial model. However, it has the advantage that 
the background velocity without any perturbation on it can be used as a starting 
model. 
Spectral analysis- 
Pica et al. (1990) mentioned that the results obtained with gradient optimisation 
techniques depend strongly on the spectral content of the data. Kolb and Canadas 
(1986) proved the feasibility and accuracy of the least-squares inversion to solve 
the velocity and reflection coefficients using a frequency windowing technique. 
Gauthier et al. (1986) affirm that only the high frequency content of the model 
is recovered in a few iterations if a surface reflection dataset is used. Claerbout 
(1976) and Jannane et al. (1989) independently show that there is a gap in 
resolution between the short and long wavelengths. 
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Mora (1987a, 1987b, 1988, 1989) presents an extended analysis of the wavenum-
ber spectra. He concludes that the low wavenumbers in the velocity model can be 
efficiently resolved when using transmission data, and that the high wavenumbers 
are well resolved with reflection seismic data. He shows that the inversion be-
haves as iterative prestack migration if reflected waves are used, and as diffraction 
tomography if transmitted waves are present. Using a single-frequency seismic 
source and assuming infinite offset ranges, he defines areas in the wavenumber 
spectra where the velocity perturbation can be solved. He points out that some 
parts of the frequency components cannot be resolved using seismic reflection 
datasets in real experiments due to the finite range of offsets and band-limited 
sources. 
In my previous example, the Dallas model, I observed differences in the re-
sults from the full waveform inversion and the traveltime-offset inversion. As I 
attribute these differences to the frequency components of the residuals to be 
back-propagated, I present in this section a spectral analysis of some synthetic 
datasets. 
The velocity model is a horizontal layer of 3500 m/s interval velocity embedded 
in a constant velocity medium of 3000 m/s, see Figure 6.40. I use the same 
parameters as in the Dallas model, including the source wavelet (first derivative 
of a Gaussian function with 17 Hz peak frequency). Beginning with a layer of 
.\./4 thickness, the spectrum for the surface-reflection configuration is shown in 
Figure 6.41, together with the spectra of the reflected events and the transmitted 
waves, respectively. For the transmission configuration I place the receivers at 
the bottom of the model. The frequency spectrum of the transmitted waves is 
similar to the spectrum of the direct+reflected arrivals, with the exception of the 
low frequency peak in the transmitted signals generated by the spurious signal 
below the event. I muted out this signal, and the new result is shown in Figure 
6.42. The reflected spectrum is shifted to the right with respect to the transmitted 
spectrum. 
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Figure 6.40: Model with a flat layer of approximately A11 /4 thickness. 
Figure 6.43, displays the result after increasing the thickness of the layer up 
to a value close to A,. There are no major changes in the direct+reflected and the 
transmitted arrivals, but the reflected spectrum corresponds to the interference 
pattern between the waves reflected by both interfaces. The pattern changes 
as a function of the characteristic length of the model as illustrated in Figure 
6.44. Therefore, the frequency spectrum of the transmitted arrivals differs from 
the spectrum of the reflected arrivals, and the latter depends strongly on the 
characteristic length of the model. 
Returning to the Dallas model, Figure 6.45 shows how the mute affects the 
spectra. Figure 6.45a displays the direct+reflected arrivals in a single receiver. 
After muting out the direct arrival automatically, the remaining trace and its 
spectrum is shown in Figure 6.45b. A completely different result is obtained 
if the mute is picked manually. This lack of precision in the automatic mute 
affects mainly the near-offset traces. However, as these particular traces have low 
amplitudes, the spectrum of the complete shot gather is not altered (Figure 6.46). 
The traveltime-offset and the full waveform inversions of the Dallas model are 
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Figure 6.41: Spectra. a) Direct+reflected arrivals. b) Reflected arrivals. c) 
Transmitted arrivals. 
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Figure 6.42: Same as figure 6.40, but with the spurious signals below the trans-
mitted arrivals muted out. 
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Figure 6.43: Spectra for the model with a flat layer of, approximately, ) thickness. 
a) Direct+reflected arrivals. b) Reflected arrivals. c) Transmitted arrivals. 
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Figure 6.45: Spectrum of one trace in the Dallas model. a) Observed trace. b) 
After automatic muting. c) After manual muting. 
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Figure 6.46: Spectrum of one shot in the Dallas model. a) Observed shot gather. 
b) After automatic muting. c) After manual muting. 
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carried out using reflected datasets. The spectrum of one of the observed shot 
gathers is shown in Figure 6.47. The inputs are the same for both inversions, 
but the frequency content of the results is different. The difference is generated 
by the spectra of the residuals to be back-propagated. In Figure 6.47, I display 
the spectrum of the traveltime residual 6i- together with the spectrum of the 
seismogram residuals 6p. The offset residual 8o is depicted in Figure 6.48. 
The first derivative of the observed shot gather with respect to time or offset, 
increases the high frequency content of the signals. This is why the calculated 
shot gather after 8 iterations of traveltime-offset inversion has higher frequencies 
on it than the observed shot gather (Figure 6.49). Therefore, the traveltime-offset 
inversion correctly places the dominant event, recovers the velocity above it, and 
reconstructs the interfaces of the remaining events. Nevertheless, the blocky varia-
tions in the velocity model cannot be efficiently resolved. In contrast, the shot 
gather residual and the observed shot gather have similar spectra (assuming the 
initial velocity model is the original background velocity). The middle frequencies 
in this spectrum produce the blocky effect observed in the velocity model after 
applying 8 iterations of full waveform inversion (see Figure 6.37). 
6.10 Inverting for the background velocity 
As mentioned by Luo and Schuster (1991), Xu et al. (1995), Pica et al. (1990), and 
Mora (1987a, 1987b), among others, a fairly accurate initial velocity model con-
taining the low wavenumbers is required in gradient-based methods. This means 
that the starting velocity model should reproduce the low frequency components 
of the actual velocity field, and the structures in the real model are considered as 
perturbations to be introduced in this initial model. I now consider what happens 
when these perturbations are included in the initial guess but the background 
velocity is wrong. 
Figure 6.50b outlines a starting model that differs from the real one only in 
the velocity of the first layer: the original velocity is 3000 m/s and the initial 
one is 2800 m/s. After 5 iterations, the estimated velocity in the upper layer is 
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Figure 6.47: Spectra of the traveltime residual. a) Original shot gather. b) 
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Figure 6.48: Spectrum of offset residual. a) Original shot gather. b) Offset residual 
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Figure 6.49: Spectra after inversions, a) Original shot gather. b) Travelt ime- offset 
inversion after 8 iterations. c) Full waveform inversion after 8 iterations. 
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a) 	 b) 
C) 	 d) 
Figure 6.50: Inversion using 2800 m/s as initial velocity in the upper layer. a) 
Original velocity model. b) Initial velocity model. c) Traveltime-offset inversion 
after 5 iterations. d) Full waveform inversion after 5 iteration s. 
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almost correct but there is a slight movement of the reflectors to the upper part 
to compensate the traveltimes. This effect is more obvious in the full waveform 
than in the traveltime-offset inversion. 
The full waveform inversion reached a critical point if the starting model is 
moderately far from the actual velocity model. In Figure 6.51, I display the 
result of using 2600 m/s in the upper layer as a starting model. The full wave-
form inversion converges to a local minimum. Meanwhile, after 10 iterations the 
traveltime-offset inversion has recovered part of the original velocity field and 
keeps the structural features almost in the right position. 
6.11 Summary 
The new traveltime-offset inversion combined with the full waveform inversion 
provides an accurate reconstruction of the velocity model when using transmitted 
arrivals from crosshole datasets. For surface reflection geometries, the traveltime-
offset inversion reconstructs the main event and the velocity values above it (using 
the traveltime and offset information). The remaining interfaces are recovered 
as well. However, the proposed method cannot reproduce, in a few iterations, 
the low wavenumber associated with the blocky velocity effect. This is because 
the derivatives involved in the pseudo-residuals to be back-propagated move the 
spectrum towards higher frequencies. 
The frequency windowing technique helps to avoid getting stuck in a local mini-
mum. Nevertheless, as the traveltime and offset delays diminish rapidly during 
the inversion of the first frequency band, the procedure shows a lack of efficiency 
when trying to remove the initial model. 
By taking into account the moveout between traces, the convergence of the 
traveltime-offset inversion method is more stable than the convergence of the 
standard traveltime method. The latter method can diverge if small changes are 
made in the step length values. Also, by keeping the moveout of the original shot 
gathers, the shapes of the interfaces are well defined during the traveltime-offset 
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a) 	 b) 
C) 	 d) 
Figure 6.51: Inversion using 2600 m/s as initial velocity in the upper layer. a) 
Original velocity model. b) Initial velocity model. c) Traveltime-offset inversion 
after 10 iterations. d) Full waveform inversion after 10 iterations. 
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inversion. Using synthetic datasets, I have shown the feasibility of the proposed 
method and how certain parameters modify the results. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
In this chapter I summarise the main results of this dissertation, and suggest ideas 
to improve the results of the new traveltime-offset inversion method along with 
possible directions of future works. 
In order to reconstruct the compressional wave velocity field, three different 
wave equation inversion methods have been described and implemented on a Cray 
T31) computer. These consist of: the standard traveltime inversion, the full wave-
form inversion, and the new traveltime-offset inversion. All of them are based 
on the acoustic wave-equation, and they update the current velocity model by 
correlating the corresponding back-propagated pseudo-residuals with the forward 
wavefield. A finite-difference scheme is used to propagate the wavefields. 
The steepest descent direction of the misfit function is used to update the 
velocities and, in practice, a preconditioning function is applied to accelerate the 
convergence. These methods are free of approximations and traveltime picking 
is unnecessary. In theory, all waveforms can be considered, but the resolution 
is conditioned by the frequency content of the data to be inverted, and by the 
starting velocity model. 
The standard traveltime inversion successfully reconstructs the low frequency 
components of a faulted velocity model using transmitted arrivals from a crosshole 
dataset. This method fails, however, when reflected or diffracted arrivals from 
surface reflection datasets are considered. Artifacts are present in the updated 
velocity model, and the spikes observed in the traveltime residuals are sensitive 
to the step length values even when the residuals are small. The convergence is 
139 
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unstable, and as the traces are shifted independently in a common shot gather 
the moveout between traces is not taken into account during the inversion. 
The full waveform inversion recovers the high-wavenumber components of the 
velocity field, but a starting velocity model containing the low-frequency content 
is required to guarantee the convergence of the method to the global minimum. 
Combined with the standard traveltime inversion, it succeeds in the reconstruction 
of a synthetic crosshole dataset. The artifacts I described when inverting surface 
reflection datasets are related to the frequency spectrum of the wavelet and to 
the characteristic wavelength of the features present in the velocity model. The 
convergence of this method is stable and the residuals oscillate if the step length 
value is not appropriate. 
I propose a new wave-equation inversion method (traveltime-offset inversion) 
that includes the offset dependence of the traces in a shot gather with reflected 
or diffracted arrivals. This is done by introducing a bi-dimensional (offset-time) 
cross-correlation function as a connective function. The misfit function takes into 
account the offset shifts as well as the traveltime delays. Two different pseudo-
residuals (offset and traveltime) are generated, and the velocity model is updated 
by correlating the forward wavefield with the fields computed by reverse time 
propagation of these pseudo-residuals acting as sources at the receiver locations. 
As all traces in an observed shot gather are rigidly moved, the moveout is 
maintained. This fact allows a rapid reconstruction of the shape of the reflectors 
and, therefore, there is an improvement in the rate of convergence. This also 
explains why the convergence of this method is more stable than with the standard 
traveltime inversion. 
The new method combined with the full waveform inversion reproduces the 
faulted synthetic model with crosshole configuration. It also succeeds in inverting 
surface reflection datasets while the standard traveltime inversion fails. The main 
event and the velocity above it are recovered when datasets with surface geometry 
are used. The remaining interfaces are well defined, but not correctly placed 
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in a few iterations. The blocky effect associated with the low wavenumbers is 
not reproduced because the derivatives involved in the pseudo-residuals move the 
spectrum towards higher wavenumbers. 
The full waveform inversion fails when the background velocity in the starting 
model differs by more than 10% from the original one, while the new traveltime-
offset inversion recovers the original velocity field in the upper part of the model 
using the traveltime and the offset information. Thus, a good strategy continues 
to be the reconstruction of the ultra-low frequency content of the model and the 
definition of the interfaces using the traveltime-offset inversion, followed by the 
full waveform inversion to incorporate the blocky effect in the interval velocities. 
However, the new traveltime-offset inversion requires some refinement. For 
instance, a progressive downward inversion combined with the frequency window-
ing technique as suggested by Kolb et al. (1986) can be included in the new 
method. Different preconditioning functions, including the "blockiness" precon-
ditioning suggested by Mora (1987a, 1987b), should be tested in order to improve 
the results as well as to speed up the convergence. The algorithm may not require 
the full waveform inversion after incorporating the blockiness preconditioning in 
the traveltime-offset inversion, and the ambiguity velocity-depth may be solved. 
Mora (1987b) also suggests that the simultaneous convergence of all wavenum-
bers can be achieved in his inversion by "boosting" the low wavenumbers. Then, 
a "boosting" of specific frequency band should be considered here. 
A more precise calculation of the step length value is needed to improve the 
traveltime-offset inversion, Tarantola (1986, 1987), Mora (1987a, 1988), and Pica 
et al. (1990) suggest that a search for this value must be done for highly non-
linear misfit functions. Another parameter to be considered is a weighting factor 
that balances out the contribution of the offset and the time residuals. For in-
stance, the reduction of the traveltime delays may be accelerated by increasing 
the contribution of the pseudo-traveltime residual to the gradient. 
After improving the new traveltime-offset inversion method the following step 
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would be the application of the new method to the inversion of 2D real datasets. A 
logical extension would be to use the elastic wave-equation and the elastodynamic 
finite-difference modelling to reconstruct P- and S-wave velocities. Another inte-
resting topic to be considered in the future would be the extension of the method 
to process 3D datasets. In this case a tn-dimensional cross-correlation function 
should be used as the connective function. 
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Appendix A 
Split-step Fourier and Fourier finite-difference 
migrations 
A.1 Motivation 
In a large seismic survey only a few lines are considered for velocity inversion in 
order to keep costs low. Consequently, an accurate migration method is needed 
to complete and correct the image of the structure beneath the surface. The 
automated velocity analysis scheme, shown in Figure 1.1, includes a migration 
algorithm together with a migration misfit criterion. In that scheme, the calcu-
lated seismogram obtained by forward modelling of the initial velocity model is 
compared with the real data. If the misfit criterion for the velocity analysis is not 
satisfied, the velocity model is perturbed until the minimum error is reached. 
The migration algorithm is applied using the last updated velocity model. If 
the image fulfils the expectations of the interpreters the procedure can be stopped; 
otherwise a different misfit criterion has to be satisfied and the velocity field is up-
dated again. Two different paths can be followed: in the first one, the perturbed 
velocity model becomes the starting velocity field for the velocity inversion al-
gorithm; the second path is a short way that involves only migration velocity 
analysis. 
The post-stack split-step Fourier migration method was developed by Stoffa 
et al. (1990), and was partially implemented in the University of Edinburgh by 
Thomas Rühl, as a part of the TRACS program. I continued his work at the 
university, and the computing program was fully implemented on a Sun Sparc 
station 10 machine in May 1995. After that, I parallelised and implemented the 
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computer code on a Cray T31) computer at the Edinburgh Parallel Comput-
ing Centre (EPCC). The Fourier finite-difference migration by Ristow and Rühl 
(1994) was incorporated in a further step. The following lines summarise how the 
program is structured and how it works. 
A.2 Theoretical aspects 
The split-step Fourier migration method is based on a modification to the phase-
shift migration. This method uses a constant reference velocity to migrate the 
seismic data in the frequency-wavenumber domain. The lateral velocity variations 
are taken into account as a perturbation term that acts in the frequency-space 
domain. 
Consider the wave equation in a 3D acoustic constant-density medium: 
a2 
V 2p—up=0, 	 (A.1) 
where p = p(x, y, z, t) is the pressure field. The slowness u, defined as 
us = 2/c(x,y,z), 	 (A.2) 
is separated into two terms: 
u3 (XI  y,z) = u50 (z) + AU,(x,y,z). 	 (A.3) 
where u80 (z) is the reference slowness and Au,(x, y, z) contains the lateral varia-
tions in the slowness. 
Transforming equation (A.1) into the frequency domain results in 
V2P + w2uP = 0, 	 (A.4) 
with P(r, z, w) the Fourier transform of p(x, y, z, t). Here r is the horizontal posi- 
tion vector. 
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After including the slowness variation, the wave equation (equation A.4) be-
comes 
V I P +w2u 0 P = —S1(r,z,w), 	 (A.5) 
with 
	
S f = w2 [2u30/u8 (r, z) + /u (r, z)]P(r, z, w), 	 (A.6) 
acting like a source term. 
The inhomogeneous wave equation (A.5) is solved in two steps after neglecting 
the AU2  term: 
1. Considering the upgoing wavefield PO (r, z, w) and its Fourier transform Po 
in the kr  space, a phase shift is applied using the reference slowness u 0 
Pi(kr) Zn, Az' W) = Po(kr ,Zn,w)e 0 , 	 (A.7) 
where the reference vertical wavenumber k 0 is 
k0 - \/kJ2u2 - i.2 	 (A.8) - 
and u 0 is the mean slowness for the interval between Zn and Zn+1. 
The pressure field P1(k,Z, Az, w) is inverse transformed back to the space 
domain, resulting 
100 
Pi(r,Z,z,w) 	(_)2 / Pl(kr7Zn,Z,w)e_2rdkr. 2ir .i—oo 
(A.9) 
2. In this step, a second phase shift that takes into account the perturbation 
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term in the slowness is introduced (see Stoffa et al., 1990, for more details) 
	
PO (r, 	w) = eiwAu,,(rz)zPi(r, Z, Z, w). 	(A.10) 
The migrated data at Zn+1 are given by, 
p(r, 	0) = (1)2
Iw2 P
O (r, 	w)dw. 	(A.11) 
2ir 
Ristow and Rühl (1994) point out that the split-step Fourier migration gives 
accurate results only when smooth variations of the velocity field are used, and 
when the angles of propagation are approximately vertical. So, they propose a 
hybrid method, the Fourier finite-difference migration, that combines the split-
step Fourier migration with an optimised finite-difference operator that handles 
strong lateral velocity variations. 
They rewrite equation (A.4) for a 2D earth model as 




+ — P 	 (A.12) 
with P = P(x, z, w). A second operator that uses the reference velocity c0 is 
introduced, and the difference between the full and the approximate operators is 
expanded to give: 




(a) W)+W(iC0i 	 +I. 
CO 	c\ 	c)I c2 02  
wDx 	J 
Here a1 and blare fitting parameters (Ristow and Rühl, 1994) and c0 	c(x, z). 
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Figure A.1: Flow diagram for split-step Fourier and Fourier finite-difference mi-
grations. 
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The first two terms, corresponding to split-step Fourier migration are the 
phase-shift operator and the first-order correction term, respectively. The third 
term represents the finite-difference operator. The main advantage of this method 
is the fact that the maximum dip migration angle is not fixed (it depends on the 
velocity values). 
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A.3 Overview of the computing program 
The program has three main steps as shown in Figure A.I. The "Freqslicn" step 
prepares the input data for further migration. Several parameters are computed. 
The synthetic traces are built up for a spike operator, otherwise the seismic traces 
are input as a datafile. The seismic data are Fourier transformed from the time do-
main to the frequency domain. The number of migration frequencies is calculated 
as well, and a frequency-slices file is output. The parallel code uses the Message 
Passing Interface, and this preparation step is performed by the processor root as 
shown in Figure A.2. 
In the main step, "Mig", the processor root reads the velocity values, and each 
individual processor reads a frequency slice. The velocities are extrapolated to 
provide a velocity field for the null traces. There are two main loops: the first one 
controls the depth steps, and the second one controls the migration frequencies. 
The shift vectors are prepared considering the reference constant velocity 
and the data are Fourier transformed from the space domain to the wavenumber 
domain. The phase shift term is applied, and the inverse Fourier transform sends 
back the shifted data to the space domain. 
A new set of shift vectors is created using the actual velocities and the reference 
constant velocity. Then, the split-step correction term is applied as a second 
phase shift. If doing Fourier finite-difference migration, the finite-difference term 
is calculated and applied as well. In the final step, "Migtraces", the processor root 
sums the calculated wavefields over the frequencies in order to get the wavefield 
at t = 0. The migrated seismic traces and the migrated depth slices are written 
to separate datafiles. 
A.4 Results 
In order to check the implementation of the program, a spike at 508 ms at the 
centre of a 2D model is migrated. The sample rate in time is 4 ms, and 128 traces 
with an offset of 25 m are considered. The downward continuation step size is 12 
I 	 Proc. 1= root 	 I 
Reads parameters from the input file. 
Reads seismic data or computes a spike. 
Sets some constants and transforms the 
data to the frequency domain. 
Broadcasts constants, parameters, the 
reference velocity and velocities. 
Writes the frequency slices file. 
Ct,  
Proc. 2 
Reads the first frequency slice. 
Transforms the frequency slice to the 
wavenumber domain. 
Applies the phase shift term. 
Inverse transforms the wavefield to the 
space domain. 
Applies the split-step first order term. 
Applies the finite-difference term. 
Proc. 3 
Reads the second frequency slice. 
Transforms ................... 
Proc. N-i 
split-step first order term. 
Anulies the finite-difference term. 
Proc. N 
Reads the Nth frequency slice. 
Transforms the frequency slice to the 
wavenumber domain. 
Applies the phase shift term. 
Inverse transforms the wavefield to th 
space domain. 
Applies the split-step first order term. 
Annlies the finite-difference term. 
I 	 Proc. 1= root 	 I 
Sums the frequency components to get 
the migrated slices. 
Outputs the migrated section and the 
migrated slices file. 
Figure A.2: Computing parallel scheme for split-step Fourier and Fourier finite-difference migrations. 
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m, and 100 depth slices are calculated. The minimum and maximum frequencies 
are 1 Hz and 40 Hz, respectively. The velocity values are constant in depth, and 
increase linearly from the left hand side of the model (2000 m/s) to the right 
boundary (4000 m/s). Figure A.3 displays the results after applying the split-step 
operator and the Fourier finite-difference operator, respectively. The execution 
time in the Cray T3D is at least 10 times faster than the time required by the 
Sun Sparc workstation. 
A.5 Summary 
The split-step Fourier migration and the Fourier finite-difference migration are 
powerful tools to be considered when migrating post-stack seismic data in struc-
turally complex areas. Both migration methods take into account arbitrary lateral 
velocity variations, and the resolution of the dipping events depends on the vary-
ing component of the velocity field. The parallel migration code, implemented on 
a Cray T31) computer using Message Passing Interface, is at least 10 times faster 
than the standard code in a Sun Sparc workstation. 
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